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ly Used To Fight
Shortage

Number 48

Princeton, Kentucky, Thuriday, June 7, 1945
k
Civilians At War

FLIER RETURNLS"FROM THE DEAD"

The government needs and
asks its citizens in the 183rd
week of the war against
Japan to:
Plan to spend your vacation at home and leave railroads free for increasing furlough travel and redeployment of men to the Pacific.
Serve in your community
as a Price Panel Assistant.
Volunteers a r e urgently
needed in the job of holding
prices down and preventing
inflation. See your local
rationing board.
Make sure of the biggest
possible harvest from your
Victory Garden, and store
and can for your family's
needs. Civilian supplies of
canned vegetables will be
lower next winter.

Farm Work, long
Delayed, Rushed
last Two Weeks

Two Mon Youths
Achieve Highest
Boy Scout Rank

TROUBLEMAKER

Dickie Gregory And
Jimmie O'Hara Honored; Nine Others
Are Promoted

About 65 Percent
Of Burley Acreage
Planted; Outlook For
Peaches Very Good

Dickie Gregory and Jimmie
O'Hara, both of whom have been
prominent members of Troop No.
39, BSA here for 6 years, were
advanced to Eagle Scout rank at
a Court of Honor held in the
basement of the K. U. building
last Thursday night.
R. S. Gregory, chairman of
the district advancement committee, presided and the Eagle Scout
awards were made by Lowery
Caldwell.
Promotions also went to the
following achieving Second Class
rank: Jerry Loftus, Harold Price,
Billie Gresham, Jerry P'Poel,
Wayne Catlett, all of Troop No.
42, the presentation of badges
being made by C. A. Horn.
oxima tely 25,000 cans
Banks Report BuyAdvanced to First Class rank
bles and meat were
ing Rate Too Slow
were: Charles P'Pool, Larry Hofat the Eastside canfius, Fred Taylor, of Troop No.
on, Mr. Horn said, and
To Reach Quota
42, and Harold Cameron, Troop
shortages acute, it is
Women, under Mrs. Frank G.
No. 39. Presentation of these
this season's operaday-long
a
had
helpers
volunteer
and
officials
Railway
Express
had
more
sold
Wood,
slightly
struggle getting this 1,200-pound polar bear back in confinement badges was made by Thomas J.
e project will be even
after the animal, enroute from New York City to Salt Lake City, Simmons.
portant to the corn- than $30,000 Worth of E-Bonds
broke out of his cage in a baggagge car at Boone, Ia. (AP WireMerit badges went to Charles
Lt. Harold Goad, 27-year-old Army flier listed as presumed
kitchens next fall and in the 7th War Loan campaign
photo)
last fall, was reunited with his wife Helen, 23, at Portsmouth,
P'Pool, for wood working, art,
up to Wednesday, the women's dead
Ohio. In the belief that Goad was dead, she wed Ens. Robert A.
farm home, handicraft and corn
phases of the wartime chairman reported, but efforts McDowell in Long Beach, Calif., in December, but plans to have
Woolen Mills Ordered
farming; Neil Dunbar, for bookI aid program support- to swell this total Monday by that marriage annulled.(AP Wirephoto).
To Return To Prices Of
binding; Harold Cameron, for
yments from the federal opening booths in Princeton's two
first aid, safety and public health;
1943 Effective June 9
ESQUIRE'S VARGA GALS
have ceased here, Mr. banks, met with almost complete
(By Associated Press)
William Mays, rabbit raising;
id. including welding failure, only one $25 bond being
WIN VICTORY OVER P.O.
Jimmie O'Hara, life saving; RichWashington, June 4 — O.P.A.
Picnic Is Scheduled
shop work, farm pro- purchased, Mrs. Wbod said.
ard Gregory, bookbinding, chemtoeight ordered
woolen and
IN U.S. SUPREME COURT
classes, courses in soil
J. B. Lester, president of the
June 15, Commenceistry, life saving, bird study, and
worsted mills to return to their
(By Associated Press)
ter conservation, farm Farmers National Bank, said "not
ment Sunday, June 17 Paul Cunningham, Eagle Scout,
average prices of 1943 as another
y repair and other many bonds have been sold the
Proceeds Go To
Washington—Esquire magazine
Vacation Bible School began for scholarship, physical developstep in cutting consumer costs
calculated to help the last week through our bank and
and its lightly attired Varga
And Kiwanis
Rotary
the First Baptist Church here ment. J. F. Graham made all
at
other
of
and
coats,
suits,
dresses
the
with
peace
is
keep
E-Bond
quota
nt
the county's
girls won a victory over the
morning with 178 child- Merit badges presentations.
Monday
civilian
garments.
Funds
Children's
and
demand for service
going to be hard to make."
The annual financial campaign
Price Administrator C h e at e r ren, 4 to 15 years old, enrolled.
Wthatever happens about the Post Office Department Monday.
Henry Sevison, president of
age of manpower.
Bowles predicted the action Rev. H. G. M. Hatler is super- for expanding Scouting to more
ity of revamping the the First National Bank, said Horse Show in the stadium, no The United States Circuit Court
would reduce prices for wool intendent and classes will con- boys is in progress throughout
1 training work was sale of War Bonds there, espec- trouble was experienced in get- of Appeals told the Post Office
woven fabrics about 7 percent tinue, meeting from 8 to 11 each the Three Rivers District now
ulse for a meeting of ially E-Bonds, "had not kept
the Department to stop trying "to
ting permission to play
and Princeton citizens have made
for wool knit fabrics about morning, through June 15.
and
school
pace with the volume needed
1 teachers and
determine what is good for the
A picnic will be held Friday generous response •to the solici4 percent.
rom 15 cities and towns if the quota is to be met by the softball game scheduled by the
The action, effective June 9, afternoon, June 15, starting at 2 tation thus far, a member of the
Rotary and Kiwanis clubs there, public."
district, held at Butler end of the drive."
Postmaster General Frank C.
was described. by Bowles as o'clock, and commencement ex- district finance committee said
hool recently with Dr.
sponsors reported this week, and
Walker's suspension of Esquire's
bringing near the O.P.A.-War ercises for all the school pupils this week. Eddyville has already
oods, State director. in
plans are moving forward for seconci-class mailing privilege
Production Board goal of more will be held Sunday night, June sent in its full $100 quota, with
a gala event Friday night, June was ruled illegal and unconstiDr. C. P. Moseley acting as
eerstial garments at moderate 17, Mc. Hatler said.
Kentucky school heads
M. Matter is superintendent chairman there.
prices.
tutional. The opinion, written by
15.
'd thet would cont.inue
of the Intermediate Department
Some argument about line-ups Justice Thurman Arnold, former
nning rojects and as
and Wilma Francis is pianist.
published by The Leader last Justice Department trust-buster,
J.
Suffers
L.
Pfc.
Hogan
the other wartime voMrs. Roy Ward, Mrs. Duke
suggested that the Post Office
several
with
developed,
has
week
Articles
Household
aids as possible, withWound On Okinawa
Pettit, Sr. and Mrs. Lowery
insisting they want stick to carrying the mails.
Kiwanians
ral funds.
Soon To Be Available; to pitch instead of playing minor
Mr. and Mrs. Everitt Hogan, Caldwell are Mrs. Hatler's asPrinceton, Route 1, have re- sistants.
Farm Machines Scarce and more active positions as far
ceived word from their son, Pfc.
Mrs. Homer Purdy is superinicnic Next Week
Household articles to be pro- as ball-chasing goes. A few RoLowell Davis, Member
Local Girl's Husband Wins
L. J. Hogan, that he had been tendent of the Junior Department
duced in the coming months, as tarians are insisting they den Country Club
Presbyterian Honor Award wounded in action on Okinawa,
Trailblazers, WinOf
Mrs.
Jones,
Mrs.
with
Bernard
become serve places on the first team inEdward Lewis Tullis, Louisnnual June picnic, for manpower and materials
May 13, by a Tap shell fragment Nell McLin, Mrs. Mary Grace
the
following:
to
relegated
Of 115 Medals
ners
being
the
of
are
stead
available,
Fourth
of
pastor
assistant
ville,
only, will be held at
which struck his left side. He is Spickard, Mrs. Martha Rand,
ware, ad* but these matters will be
A souvenir edition of the 70th
Presbyterian Church,
Avenue
ceton Country Club Table flatware and hollow
Grand Jury Adjourns
now in an overseas hospital. Pfc. Mrs. Claude Robinson, Mrs. Lay- Division's "Trail Blazer", tabutensils and ironed out satisfactorily, Manwon the Junior Class scholarship
y, June 14, at 7 o'clock, aluminum cooking
Hogan has been. in the Army man Pinnegar, Mary Nell Farm- loid Army newspaper, tells how
Nine
heaters, avers Btaziez and Bryant said
Returning
After
water
ware,
exkitchen
graduation
at
awarded
prize,
flounced this week. Mrs.
since October, 1942. A younger er, Mrs. Robert McGehee and that unit, receiving its baptism
pail s, this week.
including
Theoenamelware,
Presbyterian
the
of
ercises
Indictments
Harralson, Mrs. Iley Mcbrother, Pvt. James E. Hogan, Mrs. McKee Thomson, assistants. of fire at Winger and Philippsbathtubs,
Carl Sparks said he will be
logical Seminary there recently.
Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Mrs. buckets, tubs, infants'
Slow progress was made this
is serving with the U. S. Marines
The Primary Department is bourg, Germany, where it won
prosoon
pretty
ware,
town
cooking
around
former
and
the
of
pans
He is the husband
alker and Mrs. Bedford dish
week in circuit court, with the
and is stationed at Camp Lejeune, headed by Mrs. Nona Lewis, with its first engagement with the
hand clothes moting the program and Dick
Princeton.
Talley,
Jane
Mary
ey comprise the corn- carpet sweepers,
pettit jury dismissed until next
N. C.
Mrs. A. F. Bridges, Mrs. C. H. enemy, has averaged more than
garment Gregory is supposed to provide
arrangements. An en- wringers, can openers,
Monday and the grand jury adRussell, Mrs. Sarah Sims, Mrs. a star-a-day since it went into
containing plenty of light. There will be
items
such
hangers,
ent feature will be a
journing Tuesday afternoon, af- Lieut. Jack W. Brown
Mary E. Martin, Mrs. L. W. Bod- combat. Pfc. -Lowell E. Davis,
canister soft drinks and a small admisboxes,
bread
as
metal
rnament, a board memter returning nine indictments. Awarded Bronze Star
Mrs. Edith Spurlock, before the war floorman for The
enhamer,
the
at
charged
be
will
fee
boards.
sion
wash
and
pans
sets, dust
Several cases of minor interest
Mrs. Roy Patterson, Mrs. Cook Leader, is a member of the 274th
First Lieut. Jack W. Brown,
WPB may permit limited pro- gate . . . but if plans carry are set for next week.
Oliver, Mrs. Johnnie Deboe, Bes- Infantry of the 70th.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wylie
duction of sewing machines in through, customers will get
Henry Sevison was foreman of Brown, Princeton, Route 3, was
sie Ritchie and Mary Lois Thomas
The 70th is still in Germany,
actiqn, and laughs enough to
the near future.
the grand jury, other members of
after fighting at Forback and
Only Minor Variances assisting.
A slight improvement in the make their investment pay real which were: Sylvan Winn, L. recently awarded the bronze
Mrs. Dewey Brinkley is sup- Saarbrucken, threugh unmarked
star medal for heroic achievesupply of wash tube and wash dividends.
In Red Point Values
L. Lowery, Bennett Larkin, ment in action on the Fifth Army
of the Beginners De- fields and forests, through the
erintendent
clubs'
the
to
go
will
Proceeds
of
boilers is noted. Production
Frank Craig, N. I. Teasley, Clint
partment, with Mrs. Hershel formidable Siegfried Line and*
OPA Says
domestic oil burners is being rez under-privileged children's funds. Glover, C. F. Berkley, J. W. front in Italy. He first kerved as
(By Associated Press)
Creekmur, Mrs. Elmer Cook, over the dangerous Saar River.
a communication officer, and
k Cooperation In
tarded only because of lack of
Creasey, Henry Butler, Judson more recently as a machine gun
Washington — Point values on Mrs. Willie Larkin, Helen EthVincent She eha m, noted
manpower and materials.
Methodist Men's Club
Piercy, G. M. Quisenberry.
canned tomatoes and spinach be- ridge and Myrtle Lou Mitchell author of "Personal History"
blishment Of
leader.
platoon
the
in
increase
great
No
Pettit jury: Elgin East, Hilbert
came tighter Sunday but the ra- as her assistants.
Formed Here
and "Between the Thunder and
tucky Lake Park
quantity of farm machinery can To Be
Teear, Robert Boitnott, Grayson
tion cost of tomato juice and
MeetSupper
the Sun", recently praised the
a
be
will
There
issioner of Conservation be expected for several months
Auto
Federal
$5
New
Harrelson, John M. Stephens,
vegetable juice combinations will
Trailblazers' Division (70th) for
Brown and Director of because of the time required to ing for the men of the Ogden Asa Morse, Noel B. Camerson,
be trimmed.
Stamp On Sale June 9
its three months of bitter and
arks Russell Dyche were step up production, reports WPB. Memorial Methodist Church in
The OPA announced along
Joseph D. Nunan, Jr., Commisheroic action in a nation-wide
church Millard Cummins, A. M. Calvert,
the
of
hall
dining
the
are
tractors
more
in Princeton Tuesday
reason
The
radiocast.
the John E. Young, Richard Ratliff. sioner of Internal Revenue, an- with only minor changes in meat
enroute to a meeting not going to farmers and loggers Friday night at 6:45 o'clock,
value
food
point
nounced today that the new $5 and other red
Members of the 70th now have
and TVA officials at despite the high production level Rev. E. S. Denton announced
Fredonian Is Graduated
automobile usetax stamps will for the new ration period, which
115 decorations, including 27
Of All
Members
of the new Kentucky is that shipments are going to Tuesday, with a program ar30.
Stars, clusters for Silver
ranged by J A. Creasy, church By Western Teachers College be placed on sale in all post- runs through June
rk, near Eggner's Ferry the Army and Navy.
Churches In Group To Silver
Blue point revisions boost
George Lelon Taylor, Fredonia, offiees Saturday, June 9. The law
Stars, Bronze Stars, two Divilay leader, who will preside.
of tomatoes
sion Commendations and SolJoin In Session
Principal speaker "will be John received his Bachelor of Aria de- requires the owner of every value on No. 2 cans
•eting held there Henry
To Get Gas
Murray
The Caldwell County Baptist dier's Medals, awarded just beThe meet- gree at commencement exercises motor vehicle which is used up- to 40 points, up 10, while a can of
Marion.
Chandler,
W.
Paducah newspaperman,
the same size will re- Association will hold a train- fore Germany collapsed.
ing has been arranged for the held Friday evening, June 1, at on the highways to buy this spinach of
ude Winslow, Sr., May- Stove Factory Soon
of 10 points. ing union mass meeting at the
instead
20
quire
the
on
it
display
to
and
stamp
ColTeachers
Kentucky
Western
Methoa
organizing
purpose of
ere appointed members
(By Associated Press)
2 cans also will First Baptist Church here Tues/
Spinich in No. 21
vehicle beginning July 1, 1945.
lege, Bowling Green.
Murray, June 5—The Tappan dist Men's Club.
tate advisory committee
Democrats In Front
be up 10 points to 30.
day night, June 19. All memelopment of parks in Stove Company of Mansfield,
points will buy two cans bers of all churches of the Asso- In Registration Here
Ten
3', Mr. Dyche announced. Ohio, will establish a factory
Democrats far out-registered
of tomato juice or vegetable ciation are urged to attend and
tate officials expressed and foundry here for the manujuice combinations in containers the meeting is open to the public. Republicans in Caldwell county
es as greatly appreciat- facture of gas stoves, Max Hurt,
2. But the current
/
through size 21
This is one of 79 such meetings during the period which closed
peration they and their secretary of the Chamber of
value of 10 points per can will expected to be held in Kentucky June 5 at midnight. County
meetmass
a
told
Commerce,
have received through
continue for single purchases: In with a total minimum attend- Clerk Philip Stevens reported
ly organized Kentucky ing Monday night. Hurt said the
Wednesday. Figures showed:
46-ounce' containers both kinds ance goal of 10,000.
500
iation, of which Mr. factory will employ 400 to
More than 900 such meetings New registrations, Democrats,
cate to his wholesaler, who in cultural Adjustment Agency pri- of juice will have a value of 10
(By Associated Press)
secretary-treasurer, and persons.
points, down from 20.
are expected to be held in the 251; Republicans, 67; transfers
Washington—The War Produc- turn will send it to the manu- ority certificates.
ore Princeton and Caldwere
juice
for
reductions
The
with an attusdance goal from one precinct to another,
South
War
the
notify
The
A.A.A. will
ty citizens to affiliate
.11•11.
tion Board Tuesday give farmers facturer.
Democrats, 337; Republicans, 100.
June Up
For
Quota
Tire
of the areas made because supplies have been of not less than 100,000.
Administrator
Food
in this movement, put.If a manufacturer has more
an AA-2 preference rating for
moving too slowly. On the other
needed
,
most
are
where
trucks
-St81.1110.49unts
let
r-'141 le N.
/ lintieisuies
.
I To ltrtittifatel inersq:darlefe
Yarn1uii Orders -Sian Aruppiies, . he -*fart and alio will Certilf4tte lieed
obtaining
B &—P-Women's Club—
Although the June quota of
ent of a new State park
the AA-2 to the Surplus Property Board. been moving "at a faster rate
orders
fill
carrying
plies.
motorclvillan
for
tires
passenger
Meet Friday Night
Lake.
To
uckY
Advertisements will be issued than the supply will permit," To Start Here Sunday
The action, the agency said, preference rating first.
The Business and Professional
ists is up to the 2,000,000 level,
Club's
Country
Princeton
The
'said.
OPA
and
when
At the same time, a program notifying dealers
same level
the tire situation is still critical places farmers on the
In the case of spinach, the first handicap golf tournament is Women's Club will meet Friday
ftball League
as other for allocating "reasonable quan- where sales 'All be held. County
and allocation is insufficient for of preference in buying
to be scheduled to start Sunday with night, June 8, at the George
and tities" of surplus trucks to areas A.A.A. committees will issue tier- civilian share is expected
rt Here June 12
current essential needs, OPA war-supporting industries
about one-q u a r te r the 42 players paired by a handicap Coon Library for its regular
only
farmers
to
urgentpriority
of
tificates
needed
are
they
where
huneld for the Boys Softball announced. The new quota is gives farmers first call on
announced this monthly meeting, it was announcof farm and cooperatives on instructions amoun: available last year, the Committee, it was
W. Locuitt street, was on increase of 500,000 tires over dred, of items ranging from ly to prevent impairment
be awarded ed Tuesday by Mrs. Anna Mae
will
Prizes
week.
added.
agency
committee.
A.A.A.
joint- of the State
by the State Highway the May allotment. A heavy hoses, pails and axes to air com- production was announced
must Nesmith, president. Plans are
round
each
and
winners
"Ire addition," said the joint
ly by three Government agencies.
Wednesday, all equip- backlog of pending applications, pressors.
be played within one week. expected to be completed for the
On
Home
Destroys
ofFire
regional
the
"the
by
announcement,
dot-eloped
plan
The
obneed
longer
no
farmers
A
here, Rumsey Taylor, estimated at from 600,000 to 000,Pairings will be posted in the club's affiliation with the nathe County Office of Surplus Property, the fices of the Office of Surplus Hawthorne Street Tuesday
, said, and play will be- 000 at the end of May, low in- tain approval of
the clbbhouse, Grayson Bertelsen, tional organization. All members
destroyed
completely
Fire
to
instructed
been
have
Property
the
Department
and
increase Farm Ration Committee for pur- Commerce
are asked to attend.
Haw- president, said.
ll' Med, June 12. Four ventories and a seasonal
War Food Administration cells take all poesible steps to cause residence of Urey Jones,
re organized and ready In tire failures during hot weath- chases ha excess of 650.
afterTuesday
street,
thorne
other
of
to his for sales of allocated trucks to aFforoPrist• quantities
ith el boys as members, er combine to make the new He merely will certify certain
Mrs. Carlton Linton, Paducah, v Patsy and Roberta Delzell are
dealers who agree tr resell to types of surphis property to be noon about I o'clock. Practically
Mr said, but more boys quota inadequate for needs of retailer that he needs
furnishings were spent Sunday night and Monday visiting deir grandmother, Mrs.
household
all
rural
into
channeled
or
mold
co-operatives
farmer
and
refarmers
The
use.
11 and additional teams all motorists now eligible for new supplies for farm
T. J. Woodall in Paris.
with Mrs. T. J. Simmons.
burned.
tailer then will send the certifi. In designated areas bolding Agri- areas.
formed if needed.
tires, the agency said.
financial support of
•Ty, operated at East1 here the last 2 years
it of the entire cornd to supplement warhas been withdrawn
May 31, but the local
ill be continued, C. A.
ool head, said, with
sing the facility paying
rvice.
oject will be supervised
Percy Pruett and Mrs.
tus, Jr.,. and employes
paid from receipts. A
of charges will be anlater, the superintend-
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Reader Confidence Founded
Upon Editorial Sincerity

Farm work in this county,
long delayed by rains during
much of May, has been pushed
diligently the last two weeks,
County Agent J. F. Graham said
Monday, with tractors running
days and nights, where labor is
available, in an effort to get
prepared and crops
ground
planted.
About 65 percent of the county's Burley tobacco acreage has
been set, W. M. Taylor, agricultutal assistant in Mr. Graham's
office said a survey by him reveled. Corn planting is now
well advanced but much more
of this crop remains to be planted.
A fine tobacco setting season,
which came with a slow, steady
rainfall Wednesday, promised
this crop will all be in the
ground within the next few days,
weather permitting.
Cad weather again early this
week added to the general retarding of growing things, with
home gardens especially suffering, the county agent said.
The outlook for peaches in
this section is especially good,
W. D. Armstrong, horticulturist
at the Sub-Experiment Station
here said. The station peach crop
will be one of the best in years,
from present indications. There
are few raspberries on the local
market and this fruit has been
abandoned at the experiment
station.
A new variety of strawberry,
the Tennessee Beauty, proved the
best producer in tests made by
Mr. Armstrong in the season just
closed. It is expected to succeed
the Aroma and Blakemore varieties in popularity with producers in this section, being a firm
berry which ships especially well,
the'kirticulturist stated.
Mr. Graham said there is not
much custom work going on
here but numerous farmers are
helping one another materially
by trading work, to offset scarcity of this type of labor.

$30,000 In E-Bonds
Sold By Worrien

Softball Game
Set For Stadium

Prospects Better
On Home Front

178 Enrolled In
Baptist School

Leader Staffer In
Famous Division

Progress Slow In
Circuit Court

Changes In Blue
Points Announced

Officials
ocal Help

Baptist Assn. To
Meet Here June 19

Farmers Given AA-2 Priority
On Needed Supplies, Trucks

a'nCT'prncimuinf

teall)*4
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Thursda , June 7, 19

About Facts In The News
The Union County Advocate, published
at Morganfield, carried a streamer entirely across the top of its first page last
week about the War Loan chairman there
advising the public the community had
purchased two-thirds of its 7th War Loan
quota and was doing fine, with every
prospect of reaching the total and EBond goals before June 30. Very helpful
publicity and a source of much satisfaction, to doubt to readers of the
Advocate.
In Caldwell county last week, The
Leader published no War Loan campaign
news and gave its reason. Another paper
here did have some War Loan propaganda (and that's what it was) purporting
to show that only $60,595 in E-Bonds
and a little less than $80,000 worth of
all kinds of 7th War Loan securities had
been bought in the county.
The propaganda was two weeks old ...
hence, it wasn't news and did not fairly
reflect the patriotic efforts of the good
people here to meet their quota.
The local banks, which are the principal selling agencies here, make reports to
the Cleveland Federal Reserve Bank only
once a week. The figures take time to go
to Cleveland, where they are credited to
Caldwell county and then are forwarded to
the State War Loan office of Jamrs S.
Bate, Jr., in the Republic Building, Louisville. There they are worked over again,
credited to Caldwell county, and the information sent back here to the county
War Loan chairman.
By this time, two weeks have gone by
during which good citizens have bought
more War Bonds. Hence, to give out the
figures sent in here by Mr. Bate as
NEWS of progress of the War Loan here
is misleading.
Every week, until last week, during
each of the six War Loan campaigns
which have been held here and everywhere else in the Nation, Leader representatives have obtained actual figures of sales up to Wednesday, so what

this paper reported about progress of the
campaign here would be up-to-date and
factual.
We think the public is entitled to
know the facts about this vital national
effort properly to implement our armed
forces and defeat our enemies.
We have made a conscientious effort
to promote and further War Bond sales
. . . in news and feature stories, editorials, Page 1 "attention compellers", full
page ads and in every other way possible
to us.
But we are interested in being truthful with our readers, first, last and all
the time; for we have learned that to
publish propaganda which someone or
some agency wants in the paper is not
the correct way to serve our subscribers
THE TN
. . who want facts and are entitled to
WAR
LOAN
the truth.
The War Loan quota here ... that is,
the county's total quota, will be well
over-subscribed, as it has been in every
BUY MORE
previous War Loan campaign in Caldwell
WAR BONDS
county. There is however, as has been
repeatedly pointed out in The Leader, a
tremenduous task, in which every good
citizen has a part, involving purchase of
our $125,000 quota of E-Bonds; and this
By G. M. P.
task will noe be accomplished tinIAss very
generous buying talc3s place during the We're glad "the old woman who Fred Vinson and his War Mobililived in a shoe"
remainder of the present campaign.
zation oftice are so busy with
Belonged to the days of plans to offset a quick armistice
Caldwell citizens have purchased at
yore,
for Japan.
last 50 percent more E-Bonds than was
Because with these heelless, toereported here last week.
less affairs,
Kentucky Republicans have
If you doubt this, ask the banker, who
She wouldn't be safe any named
a State publicity man, a
will not deny you this information altho
more.
New Yorker presumably up to
he cannot give it to The Leader.
Frank Wood, huskier than high powered stuff and such.
It is our sincere desire that our readers
And because there is, apparentmany
citizens half his age, was
understand why we are not printing the
ly, little interest again this year
so-called news releases being given out standing in front of his Store in politics . . . and the further
by the War Loan chairman: IT IS BE- that cold Monday morning in his fact that newspapers are running
CAUSE THE FIGURES GIVEN DO NOT shirt sleeves . . while boys very "tight", due to wartime
REPRESENT THE FACTS, and make wore leather coats and this re- paper and manpower shortages
. . . the GOP public
porter a rain-top
our people show up as much less patriotic ed a razz from coat that elicit- better be good . . or ity head
Glenn Farmer.
very little
than they are .. . as proven by their
of his handouts will break into
/1111
print.
actual purchases of E-Bonds.
Tom Simmons played
his

A MONUMENT
VC-TORYTO

•

first golf in 15 years Sunday . . .
Of course, above is true also
and nobody was wounded, including Tom. Saul 'hit a liner as it affects Democrats, except
into the Big Road that almost there are more Democratic than
quainted with religious influences.
went in the back window of a Republican papers in Kentucky
There will be times in that first year passing automobile. And every- and more publishers interested
body used three or four pu
—i
.ts in getting Democratic party news
in college when not the most desirable to the green.
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a
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things in life are those based
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their parents would take. And those
who h i s pre-induction examination home they built just before the
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ade last weekend, will see his first war and didn't live in long
enough to scratch the paint.
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in Kentucky Derby Saturday.
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questionable practics, or form habit
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long delay departure if put to that
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. . . where he
all weather turned off cold Monjobs in the rearing of children; to
lead day, he didn't care, swimming bought and consolidated two
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child- being the main attraction of the he knew newsp
all about messes . . .
camp.
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er
y, said
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to go this was the first time he had back to the time, in January
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1937,
when
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s of ever wished he was a fanner,
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flood. No- all such being speedily excused. bound Louisv
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where along the way is that more
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of the
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If the church has been their
Paul Brannon, one of the that shop. After that, not even
familiar
gathering place parents need not
ablest journalists I know and a first class fire would faze
fear.
among the best informed about me much. At least, I'd be in(Owensboro Messenger)
all things pertaining to Kentucky (with special emphasis
upon the Blue Grass region)
heti
just leased the Carlisle Mercu
ry
ments in additional farm lands should be and taken charge of that fine
county seat newspaper. The late The Leader
made only after the most careful weigh
is authorised to announce
the candidacies of the
- Warre
ng citizens
Caldwell county forfollowi
ing of conditions governing our farm par n Fisher, editorial stylist of
the
offices
excellence, made this paper
Indicated. subject to several
the will of
the voters In the Primar
economy in a war cycle.
y
one of the State's best
Electio
and Paul duly set for Saturday. Aug. 4. 111115: ns
It is my considered judgement that
Sheriff:
the Brannon will bring it new polish Subject to theFor
voters In the Democratic
and success.
safest possible course for farmers
Primary.

Political
Announcements

Why Farmers Should Buy War Bonds

By L. Duncan, President
Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
Farming is hard work. Farmers
have
no pension and retirement plans
, and the
land they cultivate must produ
ce for the
needs of today, pay the debts
of yesterday and provide the security of
tomorrow.
Farm prices cannot be expec
ted to remain at their present high level,
and the
factors which control profits
from farm
enterprises are always varia
ble. It is,
therefore, highly important that
the proflta accruing tramlazaa...411psestion,
day be carefully husbanded and
used as
a cushion against crop failures and
price
declines of tomorrow.
Mortages on farm holdings shoul
d be
reduced wherever possible. New inves
t-

to follow should be - - (1) The reduction
or
retirement of outstanding obligation
s-,
(2) The careful improvement of
lands
- and equipment, and (8) The purch
ase
of War Bonds.
The purchase of War Bonds out of
profkta-ntfa"Wilt
IrUridertie begr'Wisibla
security to the individual farmer tomor
row when conditions may be much
leas
favorable. In addition, investment
of
free profits in War Bonds now is
the best
single guarantee against Inflation.
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paper has effected marked im1116.
And speaking about floods: A. provement recently in make-up
P. Day and his factory almost and new headline type, the
had bne . . . and the City stood latter coining with a new Linoa heavy water loss last week, type machine, . . The Todd
after somebody bumped into a County , Standard, thus modernfire plug in front of the Ken- izing its service, keeps abreast
tucky Whip and Collar Co. and and prepares for an expected
started a leak. Mains had to be postwar advertising boom.
flushed and drained before the
damage could be repaired and
Zellner Peal, "assistant govwe saw Mayor Cash and Coun- ernor" when Keen Johnson
cilman Conway Lacy mourning occupied the mansion at Frankthis waste in Visible sorrow.
fort, was a visitor here last
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It has been mentioned in
this
column before that the
hardest
thing to do is write a threeline
paragraph that has real
punch.
Probably it Is an ever
greater
accomplishment for a public
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The Best Preparation For College
Hovering in the

background of high
school commencements throughout the
land is the unseen but very much felt
lure of college in the fall, and coupled
with parental pride in their children's
accomplishments is a natural worry about
their future when the first great adven
ture draws them away from home. Only
those with high school graduates in
the
family can understand the state of mind
that keeps anxious fathers and mothe
rs
uneasy as they see their children maki
ng
definite and soon to be put into
effect
plans to enter college.
If parents began to get ready for
this
trying time when their high school
sons
and daughters were little children by
setting before them the good exam
ple of
membership in a church, many of
the
worries would be avoided. For the
way a
college student travels is only a
broadening of the path of a child. And
if that
path pointed to a church, the wider
way
of an adult will include indentific
ation
with some group of religionists,
both at
home and in college. The least
expensive
but most valuable form of insur
ance they
may take out for their children
is that
with headquarters in a church.
Youth may be a little inclined
toward
flippancy as he leaves high schoo
l and
turns toward college. He may
think his
parents are too straight-laced
if they
kindly insist on his attendance at
church,
and his participation in prog
rams there.
But if they maintain a kindly
spirit in
their insistence and never appea
r provoked at his apparent indifferen
ce, they will
be repaid many times at some
pivotal
period in the life of their boy—
or girl—
when he finds life a severe
test and
thanks his parents for making
him ac-
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sured against the fire!
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Tr" WAR LOAN DRIV

ss, despite their long months
and years of privation and sufy
fering, those gallant

men, just released from filthy Jap Priso
Camps, still have their good oldn
fighti

ng spirit. They're itching to get
back into the fight and give the Nips
a taste of their own medicine.
Let's show them that we're not
quitting either! Let's match their
spirit with our dollars! Let's make
this MIGHTY 7th War Loan the

mightiest of them all!

But to come even close to match
ing their sacrifices, everyone here athome must buy War Bonds until it
hurts.Buy double or treble the extra
Wes Honda you've bought in any
previous drive. Remember, this is

really two drives in one.In the same
period last year, you were asked to
subscribe to two War Loans.
So let's go, Americans. Our hardfighting Soldiers, Sailors and Marines are giving their ALL.The least
we can do is to lend our dollars.

s

,a,
WAR LOA

MAMMY.81/YMOREaidSANER WAR$011

Kentucky Rendering Works

The Measure
Of America
No man has ever measured
America. There's no yardstick by
which this can be done. You
can't measure will-power; you can't
measure spirit—even by resul
ts. There's more to it than that.
That's America. And America'
s dominant thought today is to win
the war, ifs subconscious
thought'—how to carry on.

The graphic arts industries
are recognized as essential---printers
must carry on. Our skilled
craftsmen continue to devote their training and energy to your print
ing problems—helping the industry
they serve to do its job bette
r.

THE PRINCETON
'

FADER

Commercial Printers In
Princeton Since 1871
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can increase total
and do
percent,
100
by
provery practical and
w ay. Even tho this is
should always seek to
greatest returns for the
ilable.
allege of Agriculture and
Economics offers the folsuggestions for Kentucky
They are
k producers.
applicable to Caldwell
livestock producers, and
study:
ite your careful
nonbreeding,
diseased,
all
.producing animals from
eeding herds and flocks.
bog prices for fat cows,
ewes, sows, and poultry
additional incentive for
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just a few warm days. Wise and Refugee (1000 to 1), Bounti- without peer in quality, but
gardeners will keep themselves ful, Plentiful and Full Measure. Missouri Wonder "rusts" less.
poised to dust or spray at the Only the last is wholly string- One hundred feet of bush beans
first sign of insect injury. On less but the others far excel it should make up to PA bushels,
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
the other hand, it is not economi- In flavor and quality. Of the and a bushel of beans cans
College of Agriculture and
cal of insecticides, scarce' this pole sorts, Kentucky Wonder is easily 15 quarts.
Homo Economics
year, to dust or spray "just in
case,"
Cultivation. — Taking the
Winter Carrots. — Spring carcalendar as a guide, it is time to
rots become too overgrown and
begin cultivating as for dry
coarse for palatability when
weather. This is to scrape or
"scalp" the soil, stopping weeds winter-storing time comes; a
special planting should be made
as they start, at the same time
for that purpose. However,
endangering the vegetables'
are started after the
roots not at all. Hilling and carrots that
197 Acres - 2 mi. West of Princeton - on
nights as well as the days beridging are to be avoided, but
after spring rains
and
hot,
come
the garden's surface should be
gravel Road out by hospital on old Fredonia
have slacked, are apt to fail in
kept always level.
stand and to do poorly, generalThis sort of cultivating makes
Road,
ly.•
sure that a minimum of soil
moisof
plenty
is
Now
there
moisture is lost by evaporation.
Also 17 head of cattle, 2 mules and a few
Even the lavish moisture supply ture in the soil, but as summer
that must now be in the soil night temperatures must deficould be quickly spent in the nitely be on the way, the time
event the rains slacken. Sup- for sowing winter carrots is
posing, however, that they con- slipping by. Chantenay is the
Priced Reasonably.
tinue, "dry weather" cultivation best variety.
Canning Beans. — The writer
is so much easier than chopping
and hilling and "working" that strives to stay optimistic about
it is to be adopted for that rea- next winter's food supply, but
it would seem to be merely
son alone.
Insects. — In general, this good sense for all gardeners to
backward spring has kept the make sure of their canned beans,
insects in their winter shelter. and plant without delay what
Sometimes, when their emerg- is needed. Soil moisture is there
Real Estate and Insurance Agency
ing is long delayed, many of to harvest. Besides, the Mexican
them starve to death, but some- bean beetle populaion grows as
times the delay serves merely to to start them and to push them
Phone 54
West Main St.
what their appetites, and they the season passes.
Fine bush beans for canning
may wreck terrible havoc in

111.111111/1100161

Using Natural Leaf
May Spread Disease

THE GARDEN

Chewing or smoking natural
leaf while working with tobacco
plants may spread tobacco
diseases, says the Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. Men who must have
tobacco while weeding or transplanting should use commercial
plug, twist or scrap chewing
tobacco. Pipe smokers should
use canned tobacco rather than
natural leaf. It is best, however,
to use no tobacco at all around
the bed or in setting plants, it
is declared.

FOR SALE!

Graves county reports excellent strawberry and peach
crops.
The Ghent Homemakers' Club
in Carroll county made 432 kit
bags for servicemen.

feeder calf wintered with grain,
then grazed without grain. But
only-26 pounds of pork on pasture or 21 pounds of pork in
drylot feeding or 16 pounds of
beef in drylot feeding.
ulling now.
"Good pastures save feed. Few
ncrease your efficiency of Kentucky farmers are getting as LORD HAW HAW AFTER CAPTURE—William (Lord Haw Haw)
lization for all your live- much livestock feed from pas- Joyce, Britisher who broadcast for the Nazi government, lies
at
enterprises. Many farmers tures as they should. Greater use guarded by two British soldiers on a stretcher in an ambulance
Lueneburg, Germany, after his capture. He was shot in the thigh
produce as much as they of cover crops and of surplus at the time of his apprehension. This is a British official photo.
producing with V4 to
forage on permanent pastures for (AP Wirephoto via radio from London.)
• if they would adequatewinter grazing, should be pracol parasites and diseases, ticed pa every farm. Good yearselecttheir rations, use
round pastures save 20 percOnt
k, make full use of home- of the feed for growing stock
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
pastures and roughages, and laying hens. Suitable swine
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
proper equipment and pasture will save up to 15 per- 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
ision.
cent of the grain and 50 percent feature.
The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
Change from heavy-grain- of the protein supplement for shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
in
minimurn-gra
ing to
both fattening stock and breedPrinceton, Ky. Feb. 7, 1908. KinsolVing, Mr. and Mrs. John
ing fat-stock enterprises. ing animals. Dairy cows can obR. B. Ratliff, Princeton's oldest Workman, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
ing on the class of live- tain over half of their feed from
citizen and the wealthiest man Barrett, and Mr. and Mrs. R. T.
to which it is fed, 100 good year-round pasture. Sheep,
in Caldwell county, died at his Barrett and son, Dellar.
suppleproperly
corn
of
beef cattle, and (on most farms)
home here on Friday, April 12,
with protein, good pas- workstock can get three-fourths
Farmers Asked To
forage, and harvested or more of their total feed from 1907.
gm will produce-20 doz- a well-planned pasture supply.
Tobacco Plants
Save
1915.
Princeton, Ky. July 17,
or 300 pounds of 4-per"Better roughage saves feed.— Mrs. J. T. Williams and children
guard against a possible
To
milkof
ilk or 380 pounds
Much feed value is lost each left Saturday for their home in shortage of tobacco plants, Rusavy calf or 118 pounds of year on Kentucky farms through
Haleyville, Ala., after a week's sell Hunt of the Kentucky Collamb and 9 pounds of poor haying practices and wastevisit to her sister, Mrs. E. R. lege of Agriculture is urging
a
on
beef
pounds
or 100
ful use of hay. Top-grade legume Brown.
farmers to take care of their
• • •
hay has 6 times as much vitamin
beds after they have finished
A, 1/3 more protein, and 1/10
Princeton, Ky. July 19, 1910. setting. In this way they will
Need a
more fattening value than the The Princeton Collegiate Insti- have plants to supply neighbors
average legume hay produced. tute catalogues are now out and who run short.
Black-Draught is
Corn stover has a feeding value ready for distribution. Anyone
Plant beds as a whole are
-Usually prompt
equal to that of average timothy interested can secure a copy by said to be the poorest in years.
thorough
-Usually
hay when fed in early winter, applying to Miss Ida Taylor, Beating rains soon after sowing
Always economical
but it'loses half its feeding value Princeton, Ky.
washed out seed or covered it
by January 1 if left to stand in
• • •
so deeply that it was slow in
25
shocks in the field.
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 25, 1918. coming up. Blue mold also
to
Balanced rations save feed.— Miss Mary George has recovered damaged many beds.
40
The present high cost of feed from an attack of influenza
made it imperative that balanc- sufficient to be on duty at the
Approximately 300 acres of
doses
ed rations be fed whenever "hello board" of the local tele- popcorn will be grown in Maronly
possible. Tests show that one phone exchange. 4.
shall county this year.
• • •
pot:inn,of tankage (br Its equiV4 pounds of
/
alent) will save 61
Princeton, Ky. Oct. 25, 1918.
corn with pigs fed in drylot. Miss Mayme Sullivan, of BowlFaster gains, more eggs, and ing Green, has returned home
more milk also result from the after a visit with her parents, Famous doctor's discovery acts on the
feedin of balanced rations."
Dr. and Mrs J F Sullivan, of kidneys to increase urine and relieve
North Jefferson.
painful bladder irritations caused
• • •
by excess acidity in the urine
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911. There is no need now to suffer unnecessary
and discomfort from backache,
Born to the wife of Dr. John B. distress
bladder irritation, and run-down feeling
to excess acidity in your urine — tak•
Wadlington, the first of the slim
th• famous doctor's discovery —DR.
week, a baby boy\
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT. For Swamp
Root acts fast on the kidneys to incr....
• • •
the flew of urine and relieve excess acidity.
d by a well-known
Originally ells
Princeton, Ky. Feb. 3, 1911. physician, Swamp Root is a carefully
combination of 16 herbs, roots,
The pound supper given at the blended
vegetables, balsams and other natural init's not harsh .ar habit-forming
home of R. T. Barrett last Satur- gredients.
In any way — Just good ingredients that
day night was a most enjoyable help you feel worlds better fast!
Send for free, prepaid sample TODAY!
affair. Games and music were Like thousands of others you'll be 'led
you did. Send name and addreiro to
the features of the evening un- that
Department E, Kilmer & Co.„ loc.. Roe
Off., limited. Send
til about 9:30 o'clock when sup- 1.255. Stamford, Conn.sell
Swamp Root.
St once. All druggists
per was announced. The tables
LE
FASHIONAB
THE STORE FOR
s,
fern
with
were decorated
cakes and fruits of all varieties.
Those present were: Misses Ethel
WOMEN—
Oliver, Pearl Lamb, Lula and
Delia Cash, May Jordan, Ola
Ethridge, Jettie Buchanan, Bessie Cash and Maggie Barrett;
and Torn
Messrs. He
Bowers, Charlie Thurman, Bennie and R. B. Williams, Jim
Beck. Fred Martin, Porter Sells,
Dennie Cash, Elmer Lamb, Leslie Bright, John Martin, Ernest
Richey, Willie McPherson, Jim
Cash, Lyman Kilgore, Floyd
Oliver, Cecil Davis, Joe Freeman, Morris Lewis, Mr. Ballard
is entirely possible;
and Mr. Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. A.
L.
M.
because apples a r e
B. Cantrell, Mr. and Mrs.

C. A. Woodall
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SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION!

"FURY IN THE PACIFIC"

These

Warner Bros. Featurette In Color

Shorts!

AN
APPLE
A DAY
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Plus
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plentiful and season-

The latchstring's out...Have a Coke

ably priced.
DALE EVANS • GRANT WITHERS
Nam SFIANWSI • Wm. HAAN

So is our high-protein
Creamed Cottage

EXTRA!
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New Serial!
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FLICKER FLASHBACKS — CARTOON COMEDY

COMING! JUNE 14 - 15

Cheese which, served
with sliced apples and

• I----printert

Walt Disney Color Cartoon
"THE CLOCK WATCHERS"
NOVELTY—"GIVE UP SMOKING"
U. S. Army Signal Corps Pictures
"SURRENDER IN EUROPE"

wholesome salad.

ing carton delivered to
your home point-free,
call 161

...or drop in for Sunday supper

11
1871
..............

friends drop in.
Home sweet borne seems twice as sweet when
is a delicious
-cold,
icy
That's the tints when Coca-Cols, served
oci more
There's
icebox.
your
alai. Se sure to keep Coke in
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young
make
hospitality mad
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Mrs. Mary E. Jordan
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
E. Jordan, 65, who died at her
home on Locust street Tuesday
afternoon after an illness of several weeks, were held at Meeks
Cemetery, Caldwell county, Wednesday afternoon, with the Rev.
H. G. M. Hatler, officiating. Mrs.
Jordan was a native of Logan
county. Besides her husband,
Flavie Jordan, railway employe,
she is survived by a son, P.
A., Locust street.

Eugene J. Brown
Funeral services for Eugene J.
Brown, who died at his home in
Monday
afternoon
Eddyville
from a heart attack, were held
Wednesday at 2:30 o'clock at the
Methodist Churc h, Eddyville,
with the Rev. Mr. Napier, offici-

Ky. Farm News

sting.
Mr. Brown is survived by a
daughter, Mrs. Merle Browln,
Highland Avenue, and a son
W. R. Brown, Tacoma, Wash.;
three grandchildren. D a v i d,
Princeton; George Kennard and
Ritchie Grove, Tacoma. His wife
preceded him in death in'April
1944. Mr. Brown was born and
reared in Livingston county and
was a member of the Methodist
Church.
Active pallbearers were Ben
H. Smith, A. B. Holland, Roscoe
Gumm, Cook Mayhugh, Maurice
Luckett and Mr.: Wells; honorary
pallbearers, D. D. Chrisman, T.
J. Underwood, James A. Vinson,
Rube Marshall, Enoch Prince and
Francis Utley.
Out-of-town persons attending
the funeral were Mrs. Ada Decker, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Bennett,
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dycus, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Dycus, of Dycusburg, and Mr. and Mrs. Bob

Electric and Acetylene

Weldin

GERMANS BEGIN TO CLEAN UP BERLIN WAR DAMAGE—German civilians, including women,
man shovels as work of cleaning up wide-spread damage to the city of Berlin gets under way.
Bomb-damaged vehicles still line the streets. This view is of Unter Der Linden in the heart of the
capital. (AP Wirephoto from Signal Corps)
Smithland.
Interment was in
cemetery.

Eddyville

S. J. Holt
Funeral services Or Solomon
Jacob Holt, 73, a retired farmer
who died at his home in the
Dulaney community May 30,
were held at Liberty Church,
Lyon county, May 31, with the
Rev. Rodolph Lane, officiating.
He is survived by his widow, a
son, Roy Holt, Princeton, and a
daughter. Burial was in the
Liberty Church Cemetery.

Tax Ordinance
We have purchased a Large Portable Electric
Welding outfit and can service your machinery

Phone 242-J

201 E. Market St.

joining counties under present travel

But, we will be in the market again

last year. Also sacks furnished FREE

BE SURE TO HARVEST
, YOUR WHEAT DRY!
'wrote& -t ecs iiigherrldfiftt

It is ordained by the City
Council of the City of Princeton,
Kentucky, as follows:
The tax rate for the year 1945
is hereby fixed at the rate of
seventy-five (75c) cents on each
One Hundred ($100.00) Dollars
worth of taxable property, both
real and personal, including franchises, and a tax of one-half of
one Mill on each One (PM)
Dollar of taxable property, both
real and
personal, including
franchises, belonging to all persons and corporations for the
use and benefit of the City Library, to be divided as follows:
Of the seventy-five cent
levy, fifty cents (50c) shall
be paid into the general fund,
and twenty-five cents (25c)
shall be paid into the sinking fund for use in retirement of Water Works Bonds
and interest thereon, and the
one-half of one Mill levy on
each One Dollar ($1.00)
worth of property belonging
to all persons, corporations
and franchises, for the Public library.
There is also levied a poll tax
of One and one-half ($1.50) Dollars on each male citizen over
the age of twenty-one (21) years
and under the age of seventy
(70) years -residing in the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, and a
dog tax of One ($1.00) Dollar
an each male dog and Two ($2.00)
Dollars on each female dog kept
in said city, the person having
control of the property where
the dog is kept shall be liable
for the dog tax.
A ten (10%) percent penalty
shall be added to all taxes remaining unpaid after November
1st, 1945, and six (6%) percent
interest shall be collected for
the length of time said taxes remain unpaid after November 1st,
1945.
All City Taxes for the year
1945 which are paid by the taxpayers on or before July 20th,
1945, will be given a two (2%)
percent discount.
All ordinances or parts of
ordinances in conflict herewith
are hereby repealed.
This ordinance to become effective on and after its publication.
Duly adopted this 4th day of
June, 1943.
DR W. L. CASH, Mayor
ATTEST:
Garland Quisenberry, City Clerk.
Green county farmers turned
under about 4,500 acres of cover
crops which were said to be the
finest ever grciwn in the county.
In Metcalfe county, 4-H club
members are raising about 2,000
Chicks, arad.,,bage, built more than

FEET HURT?
Lot Us Show You
How to Obtain
Quick MOW
We have a Dr. Scholl
FOOT COMFORT Appliance or Remedy for
the quick relief of every
common foot trouble.
Remedies 15e-25c-35c—SOc. Arch
Supports In a range of prices within
everybody's reach. It will cost you very
little to get rid of your foot troubles
now. Come in for a Free Foot Test.

Rates For Advertising 1

publication said said after receiving 991 replies to a question•
narie sent to 1,744 dailies.
Higher costs, inareased circulation, tighter and costlier paper
supplies and "a better paper"
were the principal reasons given
by publishers for the increases.

New York, — Nearly 25 percent of the naVon's daily newspapers raised their advertising
rates an average of one and onehalf cents a line (21 cents a
column-inch) during 1944, Editor
and Publisher, newspaper trade
journal, reported today.
In the fifth century, the VeneAnother 18.5 per cent plan to tian Republic became the world
increase rates this year, the leader in the glass industry.

Countythe armed

The average yield of burley
tobacco in 1934 in Breckinridge
county was 720 pounds per acre;
in 1944 it was1,120 pounds.
Peach and apple orchards in
Trimble county escaped serious
Injury from frost.
About a fourth of the tobacco
crops in Henry county will be
produced on land where vetch
was turned under.
Tommy Riney, 11-year-old
4-Her in Daviess county,- is producing more pork by increasing
his herd from two to 14 hogs.
It is estimated that 95 percent
of the sheep raisers in Graves
county used the phenothiazine
treatment this spring.
The Bethel 4-H club members
in Bath county made 50 corsages for their mothers on
Mother's Day.
About 25 4-H club gardens in
Franklin county are being entered in the contest sponsored by
Sears-Roebuck Company.
Local hatcheries in Mason
county, unable to supply the demand for chicks, were at least a
month behind in their deliveries.
Harold Miller of Knox county
reported one acre of hybrid
corn produced twice as much
corn last year as an acre of the
common variety.
In Henderson county, six regular sellers on the homemakers'
market sold $488.29 woah of
products in April, with -the
market open one day per week.
Lee county farmers found
balbo rye an excellent crop for
pasture, at the same time it
saved feed and made a good
cover crop.
Practically all sheep owners
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Wounded man dangles upside
down during transfer at sea
from ship hit and set afire during battle with Japs and sister
ship which pulled alongside to
give aid. The gear holding the
stretcher slipped but one end
held and the transfer wa4 completed—, (AP Wireptroto -Prom
Navy)
in Montgomery county are considering selling their lambs at
100 pounds.
A number of homemakers'
clubs in Franklin county contributed trees to Darnall Hospi-
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McCarty - Jolly

(Bride

Rosemary McCarty, and
•t. Fred Jolly, Jr., USMC,
ville, were recently married
e Wedding Bell Chapel,
Ana, Calif., with the Rev.
id M. Best, officiating, using
•ouble ring ceremony. Sgt.,
Mrs.
rt Hamilton and
iton, Donovan, Ill., served
atron or honor and best
The bride wore a white
with a corsage of red cars. Mrs. Hamilton wore tan
with talisman roses. A
✓ was given at the RossHotel, Santa Ana, for the
e following the ceremony.
. Jolly is the youngest
ter of Mr. and Mrs. N. C.
rty, Priiceton, Route 6,
1- a graduate of Butler
School. Sergeant Jolly is
ldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Before her marriage in Santa
Jolly, Eddyville, and is a Ana, Calif., recently, Mrs. Fred
ate of Eddyville High Jolly, Jr., was Miss Rosemary
I. The couple is residing McCarty, daughter of Mr. and
ta Ana.
Mrs. N. C. McCarty,

Sallie Harralson
s Movie Party
Sallie Harrilson enterwith a picture show
last Wednesday afternoon,
27, in honor of her neice,
Pauline Klassing. Attendre Mesdames Sam Koltineorge Harrelson, Pauline
, Mattie Ralton and the
. The group had refreshat a drug store after the

Interest Group
Girls' Interest Group of
Methodist Church met at
me of Jeanette Talky.
tta Apts., Tuesday night,
9..
ra Clinard was program
assisted by Martha Lax
ildred Patton, who gave
ary talks on China and
The business session was
ed by the president, Mrs.
ithols,
eshments were served to
Lax, Mary Sue Sartin,
a Clinard, Mildred Patton,
Oliver, Jeanette
ae Lowery, Barbara Nall,
a Keeney, Connie Brashra Hous, Helen Feagan
esdame Dorothy Burke,
who's,'Jack Bankston, E.
ton, Thomas Amoss and
Talley.

_Mr. Tom .Murphy was dismissed MOndarglleawing treatment.
• • •
Mrs. James Wyatt, Princeton,
is under treatment.
• • •
Mrs. Mary 'Tufford underwent
a tonsjlectomy Monday, and has
been dismissed.
• • •
Mrs. Hyatt, Kuttawa, underwent a major operation Monday.
• • •
Mrs. Garnett Pryor, Princeton,
underwent a tonsilectomy Saturday.
•
Miss Doris Jean Bright, McNary street, underwent a tonsilectomy Monday, and has been
dismissed.
• • •
Donald and Micheal Boitnott,
Princeton, underwent mi no r
operations last Friday.
Mrs. Lewis Felker, Dalton,
underwent a major operation
Monday.
• • •
Mrs. Thomas Menchaca, Fredonia, underwent a major operation Wednesday.
• • •
Mrs. Joseph Stromatt and
and baby daughter, Fredonia,
will be dismissed today.

and Mrs. T. C. Pryor and
in have returned to their
Fruits and vegetables will
'n Evansville after a visit stay fresh longer if you wrap
er parents, Mr. and Mrs them in wet cloth before storing
tterfield, N. Jefferson St: in the refrigerator.

Personals
Miss L uc i 1 le Buttermore,
Louisville, spent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Buttermore, Locust street.
She was accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. George Fisher.
• • •
Mrs. Albert Morse has returned from a month's visit in
Detroit with her daughter, Mrs.
Ch a rless Snead.
, • ". •
J Mrs. T. J. Simmons will leave
Sunday morning for Fordyce,
Ark., where she will visit her
mother, Mrs. Mary Harrison.
• • •
Mrs. Paris Parks returned to
her home in Harlan Monday
after a visit with her brother,
OF PRESIDENTJAL PLANE USED BY FDR—T/Sgt. R. W. Robitaille, of Greenville,
Vergil Smith and family, Hop- ELEVATOR
Me., a crew member of tile specially-designed Douglas C-54 Skymaster known as the Presidentkinsville street. She visited rela- ial plane, demonstrates the battery-operated elevator President Roosevelt used to enter and leave the
tives in Louisville enroute home. plane without moving from his wheel chair. At left, the elevator is down and Robitaille manipulates a switch. Center, the elevator rises into the plane. Right, the elevator is at the top of its
• • •
shaft and Robitaille drops a ramp to allow smooth passage from the elevator floor to the plane's inMrs. Hewlett Morgan, Miss terior deck. (AP Wireproto)
Virginia Morgan and Ralph Mcthe recreation program after
Connell spent last Monday in
G. I. Joe Wants
which the club • adjourned to
Louisville.
To Know What's
meet June 29 with Mrs. Bernard
• • •
Jones.
Cookin' At Home
V Mr. and Mrs. Rtunsey Taylor
AmpooIMed Preasy,„,
spent Sunday and Monday in
GirTs who want a running
Georgetown, where he made a
start on the road to postspeech at the annual alumni
war happiness will study
luncheon and attended a trusOutwood Facility
it now, advises Mrs. Gladys
tees' meeting,
May Get Addition Up- Beckett Jones, Boston Uni• •.•
versity educator.
Mrs. R. L. Putman returned
on Recommendation
What ever their wartime
Friday from Ft. Thomas, after
Of General Hines
experiences, commented Mrs.
a week's visit with her motherA new clinical building with
Jones, American servicemen
in-law, Mrs. W. H. Putman. She
100-bed capacity for the Outhave experienced the orderalso visited friends in Cincinwood Veterans Administration
ly ways and the good food of
nati while there.
Facility, Outwood, is included
the best-fed military organi• • •
in a program calling for conzations in the world and
Mrs. Frederick Von Olachewstruction of Veterans Adminithey'll want to come back to
ski has returned from San Franstration hospitals, or additions
good housekeeping and wellcisco, Calif., to spend the sumto existing facilities, in 72 comcooked meals. She doesn't
mer at her home here. Mr. Von
munities throughout ,the counadvise ',learning to cook by
Olschewski returned s ever a 1
try, strbmitted to the Federal
pressure of necessity."
months ago.
"There should be hundreds
'Board
Hospitalization
of
by
Brig.
• • •
of homemaking schools," said
Gen. Frank T. Hines, Admini`1 Mrs. E. L. Tullis and children, strator of Veterans Affairs.
Mrs. Jones, who is also presiFrank Lloyd and Jane Allen, of
dent of the Garland School
In submitting his proposal,
Louisville, have returned home General Hines said the 26,772 adwhich teaches the cultural
after spending ten days with ditional beds requested will covand technical aspects of makher mother, Mrs. Tylene Talley er requirements of the Adminiing a home.
and daughter, Jeanette, Henriet- stration through December, 1947.
"There can be many
ta Apts.
courses for the girl who
March 31, of this year the
• • •
wants to learn,', she continadministration had 67,408 hospiued, "for local boards of eduMr. M. W. Toon, Louisville, tal beds available, and approved
cation as well as colleges,
spent several days last week construction programs that
extension services, YWCA
with his daughter, Mrs. Lonnie would supply 29,711 additional
and even the federal governBeavers, Fredonia Route I.
beds of all types. The comment all stand ready to offer
•
•
pletion of this program will
instruction."
Mrs. Richard Ratliff was a bring the total number of hospivisitor in Hopkinsville Monday. tal beds for veterans to 123,002
and will increase the domiciliary
Hanging cups from books is beds by 889.
This constructions will not HOMEMAKERS' SCHEDULE
dangerous for handles as the
Eddyville Road. 2:00 p.m., Fricups may be jostled loose by bring t h e accomodations for
veterans up to the estimated day, June 8, Mrs. L. C. Lisman,
piles of plates below.
300,000 beds that are expected hostess.
to be needed eventually. But,
Lebanon, 2:00 p.m., Tuesday,
General H in es explained, it June 12, Mrs. Vernon Taylor,
should put the Administration hostess.
in position to care for all Hall, 2:00 p.m., Thursday,
veterans needing hospitalisation June 14, Mrs. McKinley Smith,
in the near future.
hostess.
Other, construction on a large
• ••
scale is not expected to be undertaken until the pressure of Hopkinsville Road
The Hopkmsville Road Homewar has subsided and the Administration knows how many makers Club held its regular
beds it will acquire through meeting May 25, with Mrs. Hugh
transfer from the. Army and Murphy with the following
present: Mesdames Lem Beckner,
Navy.
The Outwood addition was re- Bernard Jones, B. L. Paris, H. A.
quested in resolutions adopted Goodwin, W. 0, Towery, Don
by veterans' organizations, and Boitnott, J. F. Graham, W. D.
presented to Gen. Hines March Armstrong, and Hugh Murphy.
6 by a delegation from this camA report from the recent
munity.
homemakers' advisory co u nc i 1
The recommendations also in- meeting was given.
clude new general medical and
Mrs. Don Boitnott gave the
surgical hospital beds in Ken- major project, a lesson on "Home
tucky without specifying the lo- Dyeing" and the minor project
cality.
on "Tour of the Philippines"
(Dawson Springs Progress)
was given by Mrs. Lloyd Beck.
Mrs. Graham had charge of

100-Bed Clinical
Building Approyed
For Vetf Hospital

At The Churches

Save paper by carrying shopOGDEN MEMORIAL
ping bags to stores.
METHODIST CHURCH
9:45 A. M. Sunday School,
Harry Long, Supt.
11:00 A. M. Morning Worship.
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship
service.
7:30 P. M. Evening Service.
Friday 6:45 P. M. Methodist
Men's Supper.
• • •
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Highlighting the annual meeting of the Board of directors of
the Christian Science Church, at
Boston, Mass., June 4, was the
election of Mrs. Myrtle Holm
Smith of Waban, Massachusetts,
as president of the Mother
Church for the ensuing year,
succeeding Paul Stark Seeley,
and reelection of Roy Garrett
Watson, treasurer, and Mary G.
Ewing, clerk.
• • •
COBB BAPTIST
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
preach at Cobb Baptist Church
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock

Teen Hair Tricks

S Room as we can, we'll bring to bear
on the Japs all the additional might
'ye been using against Germany.
Whatwill itcost,thisMovingDay ofWe
Estimate it in these terms:(The Job of
ving millions of men from one front to
other. Thousands of ships to carry the
pplies of battle. Swarms of new-type airt to blast the path into enery territory.
You can get en idea of the &at from the
that Uncle Sant
Ulions from 114 in the mighty
venal War Loan—now/
The Seventh War Loan
call for the greatest bondwe have ever done. WAR LOISTM

If you have an income—whether from
work, land, or capital—you have a quota
in the 7th War Loan. Be sure to make it!

MATUIUTY
YOUR PIRROMAL I
YALU§ Of
WAR BOND
I 7th WAR LOAM
QUOTA 1St
(CASH YAM I BONDS ROURKE

LL OUT FOR THE MIGHTY to WAR LOAN
r

NALL

By Betty Clarke
Teen-agers realize that beautiful hair is necessary if they want
to be date-bait. Beaux aren't interested this season in girls with
messy unkempt hair and a sloppy appearance.
Hair that is casual but well
groomed is essential for the teenager who wants to achieve individuality—and that means wielding. a brush often and long. Five
minutes in the morning and
again at night, brushing the hair
with upward and outward strokes, should give hair a natural

gloss.
Sometimes a brush is put aside
because of the mistaken idea that
It will remove a wave or curl.
On the contrary, brisk brushb.g,
ttirtgagAhcmaisk,outward while
stroking upward away from the
soap, has a tendency to encourage the curl or wave.
There are special hair lotions
numbered 1 for oily hair and 2
for dry hair. After brushing, the
lotion is applied with a small
piece of cotton along the scalp,
parting the hair about one inch

apart.
Shampooing hair at home can
be dons simply and with excellettt results by following a few
rules. The night before a shamSome hair
Poop

Ration News
Service
(Clip and keep handy for
daily reference and shopping
aid.)
PROCESSED FOODS
Blue stamps H2 through M2
good through June 2. N2
through S2 good through
June 30. T2 through X2 good
through July 31. Y2, Z2, Al,
Bl, and Cl good through
August 31.
MEATS, FATS, ETC.
Red stamps Y5, Z5 and A2
through D2 good through
June 2. E2 through J2 good
through June 30. K2 through
P2 good through July 31. Q2
through U2 good through
August 31.
SMAX
S ug a r stamp 36 valid
through August 1. Five
pounds each.
(Be sure to put your name
and number on canning sugar
coupon.)
Watch for this ration news
bulletin every week in this
paper. Published to aid our
customers and all food buyers
In Princeton as a friendly
helpful service by

In Sends.Store

Gay swim suits with eye-appeal plus _ •_ $4.95

Basque Shirts in solids and stripes

$1.50

Page

Six
laying Victim

What To Send To
Naval Personnel

Station Reports
On Feeding Test

Washington, p. C., June 5,—
A feeding test as the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station
Officials of the Postal Affairs
indicates that a mixture of soySection of the Navy Department
rcently issued a statement rebean oilmeal and dried distillers
solubles makes a better protein
tarding the importance of profeed for hogs than feeding either
per selection of gifts for overseas mailing to Navy personnel.
one alone.
Combining the two made an
In answer to the question wnicn
frequently arises - "What Shall
ideal supplembnt feed for hogs.
It overcomes the tendency of
I Send?" - the Navy Mail Servhogs to eat too much soybean
ice stated that extensive surveys
oilmeal when that protein was
have shown that Navy personnel
fed alone, and it also made dried
overseas above all want letters
distillers solubles more palatable.
giving local news and telling of
Five lost of 80-pound pigs
things done and planned.
Secondly, they want objects with
were used in the feeding test.
Each lot received shelled yellow
a personal, sentimental appeal
corn, a mineral mixture and
such as photographs, snapshots,
Lulu Mae Davis (above), 2 , salt. One lot received only soydrawings made by their youngho, Lt. Charles Welch of the bean oilmeal for protein supple- YOUR 1944 MODEL—This is a hand-made model of the first passters, and newspaper clippings
senger automobile to be made by the Ford Motor Co., since Febthat can be enclosed in letters. Kansas City homicide squad ment, and the other lots receiv- ruary 1942. The company hopes to put it into production within
said,
by
shot
death
her
was
to
Surveys have shown that they
ed varying mixtures of soybean 80 or 90 days under the WPB anthorization for the industry to
positively don't want cakes, father, Ray E. Davis, 42, at Kan- oilmeal and dried distillers resume car output. A major styling change is the massive frontend grille, and a number of mechanical changes. (AP Wirephoto)
colubles.
soft candies, cookies, cigarettes, sas City, Mo.(AP Wirephoto)
The report says:
and fancy toilet kits. Foods such wallets, cigarette lighters. Do
"The results of this test do
as candies and cakes that may Mail for Women - pictures,
have been their favorites when books, play clothes, lingerie, not indicate -any lack of palatathey were home are a battered stockings, gloves. Do Mail The bility of the dried distillers
By Betty Clarke
there are machines that can be
mass of crumbs or moldy Gift They Tell You They Want. solubles used; nor do they indiWar, despite rationing, hard set to massage the body wherchocolate when they arrive at Don't Mail to Anyone Overseas cate any appreciable difference
work and worry, has helped pad ever it needs slimming, and a
overseas destinations.
at Any Time soft candy, cakes, between dried distillers solubles the American women's figure— girl can stand,
sit or lie in comFollowing are lists of the Do cookies, fancy toilet kits, cig- and of soybean oilmeal as
and in the wrong places.
fort while it is being accomplishsources of crude protein for
and Don't items to be remember- arettes.
After a two-year survey of ed.
hogs fattened in dry lot."
ed in selection of overseas gifts:
100,000 women, Clarice MacIt is too early to predict what
Do Mail for Men - pictures, canLevy, director of slenderizing the after-war trend in figures
ned luxury foods (olives, nuts,
For Army Civilians
schools throughout the country, will be. The American soldier
sardines, q(c.), books, writing
Washington — New alio TAFT has ccupe to the conclusion that overseas will be used to seeing
cases or $ortfolios, ser vice AAA To Discontinue Work
sleeve insignia has been author- the mainfigure problem of to- slim women. Whether or not he
watches, pipes, pens, engraved On Farm Transportation
ized for civilians accompanying day's woman is an abnormal will like fleshy thighs, hips and
All work being done by repre- U.
indentification tags, waterproof
S. Army forces in the field. development of thighs. She says: the plump little arms to welsentatives of the Agricultural
The insignia is a dark blue tri"One of the reasons for this come him home remains to be
Adjustment Agency in connect- angle bearing the
letters VS in condition appears to be the new seen.
ion with the farm transportation khaki color and is superimposed
types of standing work women
If you can't get in to a salon
program will be discontinued af- on a khaki-colored background
have been doing in war plants. to be rubbed, patted and squeezter June 30, according to infor- 21
/
2 inches in height and 3 inches Thigh measurements increase ed by a good
masseuse or you
mation received by Curtis E.
width.
as a result of using muscles that can't take advantage of slenderGeorge, chairman, Caldwell
The insignia also will indicate hitherto were not developed."
ising gadgets that can be found
county A.A.A., from the Ken- the designated assignroent in
When the war is over, she be- in salons, why not try these good
tucky AAA committee.
Lydia Z. Pinkham's Vegetable 00Mdark blue letters above and be- lieves, there will
be the same home exercises suggested by
pound Is famous not only to relieve
Jobs to be discontinued be- low the triangle. Designations
Periodic pain but ALSO accompanying
rush to reducing salon that oc- Miss MacLe.vy and start them
nervous, tired. bighatrung feelings-ginning July 1 include assistance authorized are: scientific Concurred after the first World now--don't wait until Johnny
when due to functional monthly disto farmers on applications for sultant, operations analyst, war
turbances. Taken regularly—it helps
War.
comes home:
build up metalware against such sympi.
truck tires, tractor tires for re- correspondent, technical obsertoms. Plnkham's Compound helps na"Though my father had esTo reduce the thighs, lie on
placement and conversion, new ver, AAF technical representature( Follow label directiorui. Try ILI
tablished his first slenderizing your back, legs together and
trucks and off-highway gasoline. tive, automotive advisors, radio
salon for men only it was after straight out. Bend the right leg
WSW
Farmers are being advised commentator, photographer,
the to:1r that women demanded up to your chest and press with
that after June 30, the Office of chauffeur and messenger.
admittance for themselves. So both hands. Return to starting
Price Administration and the
Postage stamps were issued for many of them registered that position. Bend the left leg up to
office of Defense Transportation
eventually Dad dispossessed the your chest and press with both
will handle their programs with- the first time in 1840 in Great
men."
hands. Return to position. Do
out assistance or recommenda- Britain.
Miss MacLevy carried on for this rapidly ten times.
tions from AAA Committees.
AAA; however, payment at the her father. She helped devise
Another good thigh reducer
• • •
above rates can not exceed $4 various gadgets to make reduc- starts by lying on your back,
Winter Legumes Rates
an acre,
ing less of a chore. In her salons legs together and straight out,
Announced For 1945
arms raised above face. Kick the
Announcement was made by
right leg directly up, touching
the AAA (State) this week of
hands and keeping the knee
the rates for seeding winter
straight and toes pointed. Lower
legumes in the Fall of 1945. The
leg to straighting position. Kick
rate for crimson clover is 15.0
•••••
the left leg up, touching hands
cents a pound and for Vetch
and keeping the knee straight
14.3 cents a pound.
Noted Medicine Brought
and toes pointed. Lower leg to
These legumes may be seeded
Prompt Relief After Disposition. When one leg is kicktress From Acid Indiges- .
alone or in a mixture consisting
ing, do not let knee of the other
solely of the two legumes, crimtion And Other Troubles
leg bend. Do this exercise rapidPree audiometric testa and consultstam aill abow you how much hearing
son clover and vetch, or a full
Had Kept Him Feeling
ly at least ten times.
You have now and how much s henrirg
seeding
Miserably
of
one or more of these
For About
aid will bell'. you. Visit the Sonotone
Three Years, He States ..
legumes with a small grain nurse
HEARING CENTER—
Have Fescue Seed Crop
crop.
Discusses His Case.
Rearietti Hotel
It is estimated that between
Mr.
Robt.
G.
Gregory
To
qualify for payment a full
'Princeton
8,000 and 10,000 pounds of
Happy men and women from
seeding must be made within
C. L. Schmidt
fescue seed will be harvested by
the normal seeding season on the Great Lakes to the Gulf are
Wednesday, June ISth
Arvin Bros. of Christian county
greatfully
land
praising
properly
Retonga
for
prepared,
accord10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
this year. Planting 100 pounds
ing to Mr. George, chairman, the relief this noted herbal
of Ky. 31 fescue seed in 1941,
stomachic and Vitamin B-1
ether I wo • ever 1!i rethey now have about 75 acres,
medecine brought them, often lief.
and last year sold approximately
after years of suffering. For in"But Retonga promptly restance, Mr. Robt. G. Gregory, lieved me. I now eat everything 1,500 pounds of seed. At a recent
well known resident of 204 E. with a fine appetite, and without meeting held at their farm to
Ashley St., Jacksonville, Florida, discomfort. That itching has acquaint farmers with this
prominent church ma n and been entirely relieved., and the grass, Farm Agent William D.
member of a widely known sluggish elimination has beenre- Talbert reports men were in attendance from six counties.
family states:
lieved too. My sleep seems to
"I have truly suffered tor- give me renewed strength. It is
The, acreage of tomatoes in
tures from indigestion and gas a pleasure to tell others about
pains in my stomach, especially such a splendid medicine as Re- Carroll county will be cut in
Visit our Store for playsuOts for outings
half this year, due to labor
after meals. I felt like I was tonga."
very toxic and some foods would
and home wear—in
Retonga is intended to re- shortage.
cause a severe itching on my lieve distress due to Vitamin
The Black Forest in Germany
arms and body. I had to rely on B-1 deficiency, constipation, inis so named because of the prelaxatives to overcome sluggish sufficient flow
of digestive
elimination and change from juices in the stomach, and loss ponderance of fir and pine trees.
one to another to get results. of appetite. Accept no substitute.
Nothing I tried seemed to suit Retonga may be obtained at
my case and I began to doubt Dawson's Drug Store.
17T1777'
—(adv.)

This Mechanical Age

AAA New.

kersILIBEIBLE ray
to Wien MONTIILY

FEMALE PAIN

444446U.4Azwas

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

"RETONGA IS GRAND,"
SAYS ROBERT GREGORY

Fredonia, Ky.

Find out the FACTS

about your HEARING

' Playtime!
Rayon

Crepe, Print,

Seersucker and Gingham - tailored a n

d

v. 6c/eSam Yap

km/ate

fancy styles.

these materials.

Sula and Eliza Nall 1
Kentucky

B. N. LUSBY CO.

GOLDNAMER'S

That Nagging
Backache

Soldiers On The
.Home Front

May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Modern lit. with Its hurry and worry,
Irregular habits, Improper eating and
drinking—ita Ask of exposure and totes
,
tion—throws heavy strain on the work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter exam. acid
and other impurities from the life-giving
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
lea pain.. ewelling—feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
of kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doan's Pills. Dose's help the
kidney, to pass off harmful exam. body
waste. They have had more than halt a
century of public approval. Are remove,
mended LT crateful users everywhere.
Ask your issty/dsert

DOAN:SPILLS

Telephone

— David Payne's Service Station
Phone 423

COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE
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Kentucky Rendering Works

More Year #lave More Cents

MU

A

oft,

to help Hasten Victory.
We will remove your dead stock promptly.
Call us coiled.

$195

'VIM

A Surve,Y
SupPiY
F011

=
1'

Long or Short Sleeve

CaLA

Crop To
short 01

Keep sending your dead stock to war, we
render the grease to make Bombs and Bullets

Sport SHIRTS

itit'S patriotic—and wise—to save
fuel. And here's how you can do
It without sacrificing comfort,.
planket your attic with America's
aewest insulation for,the home..,
Reynolds Coro Insulation.
1 Inatallatint iorthii highly eit.
Clint, flameproof cotton insulation
At an iirtestrnent,in year round
comfort. At the time time, you
-will save up to IJ% In fuel. YOU
can install jt yourself in a few,
'1"rt. We will be pleased te give
on oar low-cost estimate!...
.1 erne as low as'moor/ roomy
No cash .finirthi

and slack suits in

'Happy' To Retain
Seat In Senate

t. CRO

Get Set Now for Fuel Cuts This Winteri
We also have slacks

stamping plant at LaGrange
Kentucky's 7946 Auto
e
the plates will be
made
Plates Will Be Metal,
prison labor.
The new plates will
Black And Aluminum
be
with aluminum numerals, r,
(By Associated Pretax)
of
the
year's
licenses were in
Frankfort, Kentucky's 1946
To Stay Several
auto liceilkes will be made of form of windahield stickers,
More Months, Not
metal, Executive Assistant Roy
Drawing Big Salary
Farmer, State Reve.sue DepartPalladium is a metal
(By Associated Press)
ment, has announced.
present to some extent iii,
in pla
Washington, — Baseball ComMetal will be shipped to the num ores,
missioner A. B. "Happy" Chandler has decided to retain his seat
in the Senate at least several
more months.
LISTEN TO LISA SERGIO —.BLUE NETWORK... f vf
He told a reporter he "wants
to be in pit" the results of the
San Francisco world organization conference.
Indications are that Congress
may take a two-months vacation
starting in July. During that
time, Chandler could devote
much of his time to baseball.
Chandler explained that he
has not yet signed his contract
as commissioner, but expects to
do so soon after baseball club
owners have affixed their signatures.
$1.25, $2
He said baseball men suggested he accept the commissioner's
salary of $50,000 a year, effective May 1, but he declined unBOTANY LANOLIN...Dry
til he leaves the Senate. Meanwhile, he receives reimburseskin takes its exit cu,, from the
ment of expenses incurred in
regular use of these flne beauty
baseball work.
aids. Extra rich In lanolin, the
wonder Ingredient that helpsto
Waitress Gives Nazis
mairiain the oil balance to asOne Heil:-.04110:1;me
aentlotf,o rarely complexion.
(My Astisorlatea4.Preetz) •
St. Peter's Port, Guernsey —
Mrs. Winifred, K. Green spent
five months in German prisons
for answering "Heil Churchill!"
to every salute of "Heil Hitler!"
during German occupation of the
Channel Islands.
A waitress at a hotel, she
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"
"heiled" with the best of them—
but always for Churchill. Jailed
at Guernsey, Jersey and finally
at Caen, France, she embroidered "Heil Churchill Vee For
Victory" on her bedsheet.

$395 Pair

Par aOleor
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The Dickens It Iii
(By Aaseetat.d Press)

Crop To Fall

Goal
Short OfIndicates

A Survey
Deficit
SuPPIY
Fall
cw A,,,,,ci.ted new govern-

farmers' 1943
y
has disclosed
pisris
.„
naprovement in the
situation next
short
r mlYay be far
tinstuePP
:
expressed by food ofof

Agrisurvey, made by the
Adjustment Agency
indicated this year's pig
fall 5,300,000 head

g. johnson
j. Y. O'llannon
Immediate

On
0NUMEN.TS
OUR STOCK—THE
IN WEST KY.

LIN...Dry
" from the
fine beauty

anolin, the
ot helps to

cah Granite
le, Stone Co.
South 3rd Street
Nosh, Kentucky
Phone 799

ACS $o 04.
omplexion.

Cobham, Kent, England
The post office here where
Charles Dickens used to go to
buy stamps, ink and paper an
to post his manuscripts is stil
being used more than 300 years
after it was built.
short of the goal set by the War
Food Administration.
Plantings of such important
food and feed crops as corn, potatoes, dry beans, sweet potatoes, domestic sugar beet and
cane crops, peanuts and flaxseed will fall below WFA goals,
the survey also indicated.
The pig crop prospect declined
materially between mid-April
and mid-May. A similar survey
made April 16 indicated the pig
crop would fall more than 2,000,000 head short.
The goal is 92,500,000 head.
The latest survey indicates a
crop of about 87,200,000 head, or
about 500,000 head more than
last year's small wartime crop.
The biggest crop of the war was
that of 1943, when about 123,000,000 head were produced.
The prospective deficit in the
hog goal would reduce pork supplies more than 1,000,000,000
pounds below that sought by the
governtfient. This deficit is
about eight pounds of pork per
capita a year.
There are 140,000 miles of
pipelines
petroleum
In
the
't

adio Service
service about fifteen sets requiring 12SK7
12507 tubes. Also a few other hard to get
'I

and parts.

BILL MICK
3 Doors East of Hospital

to war, we
and Bullets
ck promptly.

arks
ice Station

Were Times When I
old Have Given Anything
Bottle of Pasteurized Milk"
•

here

America everyone can enjoy the delicious
.lesome qualities of fresh Pasteurized milk.
.trued milk is a favorite beverage with
.iers returning from overseas because they
what it is like to go without it!
in America where Pasteurized milk is
tiful be sure to serve it with every meal.
it freely in cooking too for more nutritious
. We delier.

•
'melon Cream & Butter
Company
Phone 161

Everybody Reads The Leader
C. L. Lucas, Brecicinridge
ounty, reports one of his registered Hereford cows dropped
uadruplets calves recently. All
Rock, Slide or Slip?
Hessian fly damage to wheat
re normal and growing well.
FASTEETH. an Improved Powder to
has been reported in Todd,
The sire is also a registered be sprinkled on upper or lower plates,
Logan and Warren counties. The Hereford.
bolds false teeth more firmly in place.
Do net slide, slip or rock. No gummy,
pest is said to have developed
wooey. pasty taste or feeling. IfAlib.
TEETH is alkaline (non-acid). Does not
as a result of warm weather in
Virginia had the first glass sour. Checks "plate odor" (denture
March.
breath). Got FASTEIOTit at any &us
works in America.
County Agent Stuart Brabant
estimates loss in Todd county at
$200,000. Some fields have been
completely destroyed and other
fields reduced to a yield of 5 to
10 buihels to the acre. For the
county as a whole there will be
about a 50 percent crop.
County Agent John R. Wadlington says 10,000 acres of
wheat have been damaged in
Logan county. Some fields have
Subject to the Republican Primary, Saturday, Aug. 4, 1945
been completely destroyed.
JAP BANZAI CHARGE ENDS IN DEATH—Bodies of Jap soldiers are strewn on
Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated.
ground near
In southern Warren county
the Maramas airstrip, Mindanao Island, Philippines, after 71 of them staged the
a dawn bancai
charge. Machine gun and rifle fire by 31st Infantrymen cut them down. Yanks, who lost two killed Hessian fly damage runs from
and seven wounded in the fight, are in the background. (AP Wirephoto from Signal
10 to 80 percent of the wheat
Corps).
crop, according to County Agent
Ray Hopper.
Rust has damaged the wheat
crop in several counties, it is
By Arlene Wolf
local skirmishes at the end of the War was Franklin Pierce, who reported.
— — Your insurance is important for your protection
It has taken exactly 27 years War of Independence, but made enlisted as a private at Concord
for World War I to produce a his largest military splash in the shortly before the war broke out, Ads Even Survive
—and for your peace of mind — Insurance is our
War of 1812 with the defense of soon became a colonel, and later
President of the United States—
Japanese Conquest
New
Orleans—after
brigadier
the
general
war
offiof
volunteers.
(By
Associated Press)
about twice as long as any othbusiness—
er war in American history. For cially had ended. It was the fool- When Pierce was with General
With The Coast Guard On
hardy
British
Winfield
frontal
Scott
attack
in
on
his
advance
on
Harry S. Truman, first U. S.
Luzon — Japanese occupants of
this city which resulted in the Mexico City, he was thrown
veteran-president since Theodore
Lingayen may have done their
killing of 2,000 British and only from his horse, but insisted on
Roosevelt, is also the first World
Lingayen may have dine their
13 Americans, and made Jackson continuing despite injury. Next
War I veteran in the White
best to discourage the use of
a military hero.
day,
he
fainted
at
the
front—
House.
English in the local .grammar
Harrison, ninth U. S. President, an incident that -pinned the tag
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
America's 14 other military
school, but there was a decided
had become an Army captain by of - "faihting general" on bird
President, entered the White
laxity in the prohibition of Am111
PHONE 81
W.
Market
St.
PRINCETON, KY.
for
the time he was 25. He resigned
some time.
House from one to 14 years after
erican signs, the Yank invasion
to become secretary of the NorthHayes, Garfield, Benjamin Harthe close, of the war in which
forces noticed.
west territory, but returned to rison and McKinley all served
they served. Zachary Taylor was
Along the main street, familiar
the military when he led a force in the Civil War. Hayes, in tbe
nominated for the Presidency
of militia and regulars against Union Army throughout the war, advertisements for popular
within a month after his victory
the Indians in the famous battle was severely wounded at South brands of stateside soup and
at Buena Vista in the Mexican
of Tippecanoe. During the War of Mountain, and became a briga- canned foods were everywhere
War. Andrew Jackson entered
1812, Harrison rose to major dier general in 1865. Garfield, in evidence.
FOR
the White House 14 years after
But the one that caught the
general, commanding all troops who took his soldiering seriously
the War of 1812.
in the northwest, but resigned was a lieutenant colonel when eye of everyone was the favorite
Although almost half of the
in a huff when the secretary of the Southern states seceded and household repellent for door-toPresidents have won an Army
war issued an order to a sub- the call for 75,000 volunteers door salesmen:
uniform along the road to the
ordinate without consulting him. went out. Promoted to brigadier
"Beware of the Dog!"
White House, the highest office
Previous to the War of 1812, general in 1862, Garfield was
in the land never has been held
Zachary Taylor had been com- chief of staff for William Rose- dore Roosevelt, the last U. S.
by a naval officer. The majority
missioned first liet4enant in an crans, and fought at both Shiloh military man in the White House
of the military Presidents have
infantry regiment and, when he and Chickamauga. His gallantry before Harry S. Truman, resignbeen generals: nine held that
left the service before the war's in the latter battle won him the ed his position as secretary of
rank, and built their political
end, he had become a major. Old rank of major general.
the Navy under McKinley to
success on military achievement.
Benjamin Harrison, grandson become lieutenant colonel and
Rough and Ready, as his troops
In addition, there have been one
called him, returned to the Army of President William Henry Har- raise his famous regiment of vollieutenant, one colonel, one capin 1816. He also commanded a rison, was commissioned a second unteer cavalry—the Rough Ridtam and two majors—McKinley
Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Island City, N.Y.
regiment during the 1832 Black lieutenant during the second ers—for the Spanish-American
and Truman. Truman saw some
Hawk War — the same war in year of the Civil War. He took War.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsvtlle Bottling Company
of World War I's fiercest fighting
which Abraham Lincoln served part in Sherman's march on Atin the St. Mihiel and Meuse-Aras captain without ever being lanta, and rose to the rank of
gonne offensives.
colonel before the end of the
called into active duty.
The mixing of military and powar, when he returned to his
Taylor,
however,
achieved
more
litical careers is a well establaw practice.
lished custom in U. S. Presiden- prominence during the Mexican
McKinley enlisted in an Ohio
tial history, dating to George War, as a brigadier, and later a regiment at the age of 18, and
major
general.
He
made
the
hisWashington, Washington, who
wound up a brevet major. Theowas commander-in-chief of the toric stand at Buena Vista, and
was
nominated
for
the
PresiContinental Army, began service
at the age nf 21, just before the dency within a month after the
French and Indian War. He was Mexican rout.
Just starting active military
a lieutenant colonel in a Virginia
regiment, and later was an un- service under Taylor in the
official member of General Brad- Mexican War was Ulysses Grant,
dock's staff. Washington was pro- West Point man who emerged as
moted to colonel after distin- a major general in the Civil War
guishing himself at the famous with the capture of Forts Henry
and Donelson, and half a Conambush on the Monongahela.
After Washington's Presidency federate Army to his credit.
there was an interval of ten Grant became commander-inyears before the next military chief of the Union Army in 1864.
Also involved in the Mexican MMIIIIIIIIIIMI.W1.111.1.11.111111.1.1011141WWMIIMMIN•10111!
man, James Monroe, went into
the White House. Monroe was a
lieutenant in the War of IndePENNEY'S PRETTY
military
pendence, but ended
service when he went back to
SUMMER HANDBAGS
studying law in 1780.
The War of 1812 produced four
HOLD EVERYTHING
U. S. Presidents—Andrew Jackson, William Henry Harrison,
Zachary Taylor and John Tyler,
who had a brief military career.
Tyler organized a company for
the defense of Richmond against
the British, but never was called
into action and served only one
month.
Old Hickory, the third military
President, enerted the White
House with the rank of major
general. He was involved in some
What is so rare as a collection of
lovely handbags, all fresh and
pretty for June! We have your
favorite styles, draped, squared,
or rounded, with flashes of
bright plastics; rainbow colors!

Quadruplet Calves

Do FALSE TEETH

- Vote For -

BEN Y ANNUL
For SHERIFF

Wars And The White House

TOPS
QIJALITY

enne0

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

John E. Young, Agt

Deceptively Priced
Bag Beauties

IC. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS &
CO., INC.,
At The
INDIANA ORDNANCE WORKS
On Construction Of A
"Rocket Powder Plant"
In Southern Indiana
Work week 54 hours, time and
one half in excess of forty.

White petal pouches with
the look of luxurious
leather; smooth, tailored
envelopes; room to spare!

Transportation Advanced
Room and board available on
project Site for employees only
Company representative will In
terview Every Monday and Tiles
day and hire at

h

Mir

you're planning to have a change mode

listing in the new book. In that awe.

/hes tell us now so you will as listed correctly.
ddeol details are involved in preemies•tile"
*id director!. Se any Avows notice yes cos

PI es of changes in listings will be Wilds"

SELL TELEPHONtuo TELIIWICUM

INSURANCE!
•
Mark Cunningham, Agent

Carpenters, Patrolmen,
Laborers and Labor
Foremen

Palieps

Poe Seven

Also Needed by Sub-Contractor
SHERI METAL WORKERS

War Manpower
Commission
United States
Employment Service
You'll feel as tool and fresh as you'll look is one of &see
1lini4egorod spun sheers, Err eoel cespeel You'll lore do
way they 11h-worms* your best Uwe it white er peende..
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Predict Increase
In Farm Building
By Cynthia Lowry
(By ASSOCIAted Press)
poris—Business is booming at
Army department store
the U. S.
impressive marbleis Paris, an
which the Gerwalled building
propaganda headona used as
quarters.
The Quartermaster Sales Store
doing a daily gross businow is
$18,000 and $20,ness of between
000.—all prices set at cost---and
called the sales
the manager,
army, estimates
officer by the
30000 customers have been
opening day,
rved since the
29.
Sept.
There, a force of 75 enlisted
French civilian emen and 100
serve a clientele confined
officers, make and female,
Red Cross personnel, members of
other Allied forces attached to
the U. S. Army, and British

type NO effort ls made to stimulate sales and goods are NOT
alluringly displayed.
Capt. Calvin L. Dickerson of
Fort Worth, Texas, is sales officer of the establishment. li •
was a fingerprint expert on the
Fort Worth police force beim('
entering the Army. Capt. Irene
Jennings of Royal Oak, Mich.,
is in charge of the women's de
partment.
All of the enlisted men serving ,
as clerks were drawn from a
sales company composed of men
with previous experience in
merchandising.
French tailors, supervised by
American fitters and consultants
who were brought to France
especially for the job, turn out
men and women in snappy, wellfitted uniforms.
"We serve about 7,000 women
a month," Captain Jennings gays.
matter of go- "They come in from all over
It's NOT just a
article and the continent. We can fit most
an
selecting
in,
custom- of the girls, but if there's any
All
however.
buying it,
a difficulty about that, it's easy
with
equipped
must be
enough to send them to the
irdorm Clothing and Accessory tailor
for a hurry-up job—and
equipped
once
But
Card."
Ration
most of our jobs are hurry-up
availthere
is
card,
I
with such
ones."
ible anything along uniform
Each department in the store
ties from caps to shoes, plus
as IS plainly • marked: "Shirts,"
equipment
'necessary
orb
"Coats," "Underwear." One of
:beets and towels.
the busiest places in the bustling
The store is set up and oper- store is a counter marked "Inated as nearly as possible like signia.' Officers line up to purto American department store. chase ribbons and insignia. A
Rut unlike its American proto- first lieutenant with silver bars
which had seen long service on
his field jacket buys two sets
of captain's bars—his promotion
has come through. A lieutenant
colonel buys two chevrons which
show service in World War I.
In a corner of the room a boy
in a helmet tries on an overcoat—an operation somewhat
complicated by the fact his arm
-Fuel rations may be
is in a cast.
cut still further! Install
Reyn-o-call Cotton InsuIn another part of the store
lation in your attic. B.
a second lieutenant stands becomfortable
In
cool snd
fore a mirror adjusting a garrisummer.— Be prepared
son cap at various jaunty angles.
for cold weather! No cash
down.$5.00,month to pay.
French girls, most of them
with the enormously high coiffeurs currently affected by women here, work beside enlisted
men, write sales slips and ring
up sales—all sales are cash, of
course—on American cash registers.
"Our job is to see that everything an officer needs is available and available fast," CaptLain Dickerson says. "Our aim
is to see that they get what they
need and get back on their job
—or back to seeing the sights of
Paris if they're on leave.

THIS PICTURE PROPOSED A SYMBOL OF NURSES IN WAR—
This official U. S. Navy picture of Lt. Evelyn Bacheler of Pocatello, Idaho, has been proposed as a permanent symbol of nurses in
the second World War. The picture shows Lt. Bacheler at a cemeterey of a western Pacific port where she attended the funeral of
dead comrades in the Army Nurses Corps. Victims of Jap suicide
plane attacks on the Hospital ship U. S. S. Comfort. (AP Wirephoto from U. S. Comfort. (AP Wirephoto from U. S. Navy.)

New farm buildings and re-modeling and repairing of old
buildings will be much in demand after the war, according
to "Opportunities in Agriculture," published by the Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics.
"For the greatest number of
farm people to have good homes
with modern conveniences, and
good buildings for livestock,
there must be the possibility of
constructing good buildings at
low cost," the writers of this
circular declare.
"Farm buildings must be planned, built and equipped so as to
save labor, to prevent losses of
products and animals housed in
them, and to permit farm animals to make the greatest gains
in growth of quality in the
shortest time. Farm dwellings
too must be so built as to provide comfortable, convenient,
sanitary and pleasant homes. . . .
On many of the farms, especially the low-income farms, those
improvements will be financed
largely from wartime savings.
Careful planning will be needed to get the greatest possible
benefit from these expenditures .. ."
•

Fashion miniatures for the "small
starfry!" Dresses, suits, action togs for
play-lime and visiting hours.

Gone To Pot
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Missionary meeting of the
First Presbyterian Church met
with Mrs. Cecil Brasher Friday,
June 1. Mrs. Florence Parr was
leader.
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz has been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sherdie
Deboe, ,of Dawson Springs, the
last several days.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young have left to spend the
summer with Mrs. Sory's daughter, Mrs. V. J. Guthrie and
family, of Charlotte, S. C.
Vacation Bible School will begin at the Baptist Church Monday, June 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Wayne and Donald, of
Evansville, were guests of Mrs.
F. G. Lowry last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L Simpkins
and children, of Frances, visited
Mrs. T. N. Fuller and family
Sunday.
Mrs. Jimmie Landes, of
Princeton, was a
week-end
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
Landes,
Mrs. A. 'Posh, Miss Inez Tosh
and Mr. Elton Tosh, all of

Chicago, and Mrs. Minnie Johnson, Princeton, visited
Mrs.
Raymond Moore and family
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
were week-end guests of Mrs.
Riley Brasher of Dycusburg.
Mrs. Glenn Whitt is visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Butts,

(By Associated Press)
Canterbury, England —
Names of Roman potters of the
first or second century have been
found on early pottery fragments unearthed in new Canterbury excavations.
Everybody Reads The Leader

Companies Sponsor
4-H Onion Growing
More than 500 4-H club boys
and girls in Leslie county are
growing onions this year as the
result of the generosity of the
Clai County Grocery Co., Manchester, and the Hyden Wholesale Grocery Co., Hyden, Ky.,
in contributing 35 bags of
onion sets. Present market price
of the onion sets is $280. The
wholestle houses have agreed to
buy the onions produced from
these sets this fall.

If increased living costs have
made it difficult to balance the
family budget, let us know.
Come in or phone for a loan
to straighten it out. Repay
monthly, on terms to the your
income. No red tape or embarrassing inquiries. Prompt,
courteous service.

It is estimated that approximately 2,000 acres of alfalfa
have been seeded in Spencer
county this spring.

2 Pieces - Just Like
Other

Sun

Mommies!

Fashions.

Printed

Chambray. Other Sun Fashions.
Sizes 4, 5 and 6.

Store Will Be Closed Each
WednesOay Afternoon
At 12:00 O'clock Noon For a One-Half Holiday for Our Employees and continuing throughout June, July and August.

BOOKS

SHAVING SETS

OFFICE SUPPLIES

DESK SETS
DOPP KITS

New Tires-New Tubes
GUARANTEED
HYBRID SEED CORN
OPEN POLLINATED SEED CORN
MILLET
SORGHUM
SUDAN GRASS

RECAPPING-VULCANIZING
Our Deep Tread RECAP are, Guaranteed not
too PEEL OFF, AND TO GIVE YOU NEW TIRE
MILEAGE,

CUMBERLAND PHENO-SALT
CUMBERLAND BONE BUILDER
PLAIN AND SULPHUR SALT BLOCKS
DR. HESS SHEEP DIP

Last Well Tire Rebuilders
211 N. HARRISON
TEL. 559

BEESLEY BLDG.
PRINCETON, KY.

Hand - Embroidered and Aplica in Chambray—
Sizes 1, 2 and 3.

Yes, You Save When
You Paint—and Long
After—with SWPI
•Its remarkable ease of
application saves time and
labor. Its tremendous covering powers save paint. Its
well•known durability saves
your home from decay, repairs and frequent :spandex!

For Little Men. Some are hand made. - From

Thursda , June 7, 19

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Page Ten
That Didn't Get Away
Truman Gets A Big One

IN UNIFORMS,
"Buster" Morgan has been in
the South Pacific since last
Cpl. Robert A. Merrick, son year.
• • •
of Fred Merrick, Route 2, Cobb,
Fraley Wins
L.
Elsie
Pfc.
Star
Bronze
a
awarded
has been
Medal for meritorious service Army Promotion
Pfc. Elsie L. Fraley, Camp
during the crossing of the Roer
River. He is a field linesman for Bowie, Tex., has been promoted
to rank of technician, fifth
the 29th Signal Company.
• • •
grade, T/5 Fraley was inducted
in the Army in February, 1944,
Home On Furlough
Benjamin Harrison, Ind.
Shellie White, Jr., USN, at Ft.
wife, Mrs. Eliza E. Fraley,
stationed at Norfolk, Va., is His
North Seminary street,
spending a furlough with friends lives on
Mr. and Mrs.
parents,
and
county.
and relatives in the
Porter Rich, live in Detroit,
• • •
Mich.
Holeman

• col. Robert

A. Merrick
Awarded Bronze Star

Pfc. Claude
Writes From Austria

• • •
Mother
Visits
Soldier
Hershel Holeman, Dawson
S/Sgt. Allen Fuller, Nashville,

Springs, Route 3, has received a
letter from his son, Pfc. Claude
Holeman, advising he is in
Austria. Pfc. Holeman is a
graduate, 1944 class of Butler
High School.

Tenn., is visiting his mother,
Mrs. T. N. Fuller, in Fredonia.
• • •

Sgt. Seldon McElroy On
Furlough At Fredonia

Sgt. Seldon McElroy, Ft.
Custer, Mich., is on furlough
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles McElroy; in FreSecond Lieut. George H. donia.
Greer, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hern• • •
don H. Greer, S. Jefferson street,
John Eison's Unit
Sgt.
has been awarded a third Oak
Wins Two Honor Awards
Leaf Cluster to his Air Medal,
The 13th Transportation Corps,
is has been announced from and in Belgium, of which Sgt. John
eighth air force, bomber _station Eison, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
in England.
E. Eison, Eagle street, is a mem• • •
ber, has recently been awarded
Pvt. Junior R. McDowell
the Meritorious Unit Plaque for
In Fighting On Luzon
services rendered in the unloadPvt. Junior R. McDowell, on ing
of men and supplies from
of Mrs. LouVena McDowell, England, prior to the invasion.
arrived
recently
Marion, Route 5,
The unit also received the
overseas and is now in action
Bronze Star Medal, designating
with the 25th Division on Luzon
its participation in the Battle of
Islands in the Philippines. Prior
Germany.
to entering the army in August,
194.4, Private McDowell was a
farmer and truck driver. He is Kentucky Looks For
a former student of Farmers- Income Tax Dodgers
(Associated Press Features)
ville High School.
• • •
Frankfort—Revenue CommisJimmy Morgan Joins
sioner Orville M. Howard sai
Tuesday a staff of accountan
U. S. Merchant Marines
Jimmy Morgan, son of Mr. had been sent to Washington to
and Mrs. Hugh Morgan, Morgan study federal income tax re
Avenue, recently joined the turns as a part of the State's
Merchant Marines and is station- program to procure more ef
ed at Sheep's Head Bay, Brook- fective compliance with Kenlyn, N. Y. A brother, Willie tucky tax laws

• • •
Gets Third Oak Leaf
Cluster To Air Medal

KE11.11. APARTMENT
HOUSE

21,000 Miles Of Outsider, Sea Swallow
Feeder Roads Are Picked To Win Derby
week.
Planned In State
killing
Of
By Frank Eck

Development Will
Take 15 To 20 Years,
Serve 130,000 Farm
Units, Claim

Frankfort, June 4, — A special
committee, from the Kentucky
Farm Bureau, representing approximately 30,000 farmers within the State, in conference with
officials of the State Highway
Department, heard J. Stephen
Watkins commissioner, Department of Highways, outline a
tentptive plan for development
of 27,000 miles of feeder roads
over a period of from 15 to 20
years. It was explained that
along these roads are 130,000
farm units.
The Farm Bureau committee
was composed of Fred Pace,
the
President Truman grins at
Cumberland count y; R. H.
White House over a big one, a Proctor, Owen county, and R. C.
45 pound salmon taken in Puget Gray, Fleming county. Mr. Pace
Sound, sent to him by a friend, said his committee and organizaNick Bez, of Seattle, Wash., and tion was strictly non-partisan
presented by Sen. Warren G. but felt full cooperation of the
Magnuson (D-Wash.), (AP Wire- Farm Bureau would aid the
photo).
Highway Department materially
in helping people of the various
counties to help themselves. Before the endiof the meeting, the
committee extended its fill support to the program, as had a
delegation from the Rural Mail
Vendors Begin New
Carriers, that previously had
visited Highway Department.
System Of Records
Mr. Watkins pointed out that
Edict
Under OPA
selection of feeder roads for
Tightening of tire rationing improvement represented a
control at the dealer level was major problem confronting the
announced today by Geo. H. Highway Department; that so
Goodman, Louisville OPA dis- many different interests entered
trict director.
into selections for improvement
As of June 1, tire dealers be- that frequently roads of lesser
showkeeping
gan new record
importance appeared in many
ing their transfers of Part B of counties.
the tire rationing certificate and
At this point, the Farm Bureau
their receipts of Grade 1 tires. Committee agreed, through its
Between July 1 and 10, all membership, to work with coundealers must register with OPA ty judges and fiscal courts in
and report the June 30 inventory drawing up a list of roads most
of tires and Parts B. Thereafter, needed for every county in the
Goodman said, each dealer will State. In that manner, they felt,
be held responsible for maintain- the greatest service could be
ing that inventory.
rendered.
Any dealer who fails to keep
For every dollar available for
proper records, fails to register
highway work, Mr. Watkins conwith OPA, or fails to maintain
tinued, there is an actual need
his "accountable inventory," is for three or four dollars. He exprohibited from transferring rapressed hope the post-war protioned tires, Goodman added.
gram would permit bituminous
The tire supply for the fighttreatment for all roads carrying
ing front and the home front
as many as 200 vehicles daily.
will be extremely tight for the
next few months at least, GoodSalvation Army
man said.

Tighten Control
On Tire Dealers

Work Goes On
5 Complete Apartments

City Gets $297.50
In Police Court

Hardwood Floors
Stoker Furnace
Approx. 7 Acres Land.
One of the better built houses of Princeton — can
be continued as an apartment dwelling — or with little expense can be converted into one of the nicest
houses in Princeton — Priced to Sell—

JOHN E. YOUNG,Agt.
Princeton, Kentucky

VOTE
••• FOR

With 28 cases docketed in
Police Court during May, reports read at Monday's City
Council session showed fines
and costs totaled $356, with
actual collections of $297.50, and
replyvin bonds of $54. Convictions were obtained in all
cases, except one, breach of the
peace, dismissed.
DisbUrsements for operating
Scrape dishes with a rubber
expenses during May were $3,774.70. Balances in all funds, scrapper or paper instead of a
exclusive of $7,000 invested in metal utensil to prevent marring
government bonds, aggregated the surface.
$10,910.87, with $8,039.39 available for operating expenses.
Approval was given an ordinance, fixing the tax rate for
the current year and appears
elsewhere in The Leader. The
session was attended by Councilmen Blackburn, Hammond a,
Jones, Lacey, Mrs. Quinn and
Mayor Cash.

•
Give
An
Energetic

CLASSIFIED ADS

Man

FOR

Sat.
Aug.
4

Chance

•

BEDFORD McCHESNEY
hoorahs Coodidato For

SHERIFF
Democrats Nominate A New Man Who Can

Win In November

Your Vote & loll

BATTERIES

iviagon.

&e_fri-mp-d Pos

-4 $6.75

Western
Auto

Associate
Store

Good Old Summer-Time!

CAKES

••••1101..

Appreciated

SALE—About 100 AAA
grade barred rock pullets;
'three and a half months old;
from a heavy laying strain.
Price $1.25 each. For information call Tel. 432.
3tp.

STOP at Princeton Auto Sales,
Washington St. We have a
reconditioned Model-A motor
for sale.
lt
FOR FROZEN FOOD LOCKER
rentals, Caldwell County
locker Plant, see—J. E. or K.
R. Cturunins, Telephone 441
RADIO 8ERWCE-3 doors east
of hvspital. Bill Mick. 7tp.
CLASSIFIED—My house a n d
farm, south of Princeton; some
pasture, 1 acres alfalfa hay;
also a mower for sale. -.Mrs.
Tylene Talley, Henrietta Apts.
Itp.
•
FOR BALI—Kentucky certified
103 hybrid seed corn, and one
Oliver bay loader uAd one
.maeon. Dunhill Farm, Jr..

bulk

(
lb. 26

JUST
Red Goose shbes get first call for growing boys and girls. There's a reason

• • •

The smart styling of Red
Goose shoes appeals
, to the younger
)
strong!
boys and gins, and parents who buy these popular shoes know that they
are correctly lasted to ow
slat in proper foot dowelopulent.

6
2 lb. round pkg. (
Staley's Starch lc Sale: as long as they
SALT

Sandwich
last, 2 pkg. Cube Staley Starch 15c, 1
bluk lb. 20
COOKIES
(
pkg. Cream Corn Starch lc, total 3
Delicious
pkgs. 16c.
FIG BARS
bulk lb. 19
( Prepared
Mayfair Cut
ice box jar 13(
MUSTARD
11
12(
GREEN BEANS
No. 2 can
btl. 144
Frazier's (southern style)
HEINZ
SAUCE
Makes many kinds of meat, fish, etc.
TOMATO CATSUP 14 oz. btl. 13
(
Van Camp's
Great Northern (very best quality)
9
pkg. (
TENDERONI
BEANS
bulk 5 lbs. 45(
Best
Valley Lea Evaportated
AID
(orange flavor) btl.
MILK
4 cans 36¢ tall can (
Makes 2 gallon delicious home drink
9
Tex Sun
(unsweetened)
Red or Black
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46 oz can 29c
(
JAR RINGS
3 doz. 19
Quaker
Pan Tree Breakfast
CORN MEAL
24 oz. pkg. (
btl. 21(
9
-"SYRUP
Chelsea

Livestock Market
The livestock market was
steady with sales a week ago on
the Princeton Livestock Market
Monday, it was reported by Dugan Ordway, mgr. Total sold was
902 head. Baby beeves topped
at $14; No. 1 veals, $17; and
hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs, 120
pounds and up, sold at ceiling
prices.

A

London—A.P.--Salvation Army
leaders now are preparing for
their own "invasion of liberated
Europe." The firstBritish Salvation Army man to estalish direct communication with those
who continued their Army work
through the German occupation
has just returned to London.
He is Commissioner R. M. Astbury international secretary, and
about stricken Europe's needs for
use in drawing up Salvation
Army plans for post-war relief.

course, it would be
both horses to attempt to
for
a
gelding,
brown
York—A
New
in the Kentucky Derby and
24-to-1 risk in a maiden race as race
coast events, but How'rich
the
late as last August 10 at Belmont
feels that Sea Swallow, with
Park, is the writer's selection to ard
aboard, will run a good
win the 71st running of the Ken- Woolf
Churchill. Neither Howtucky Derby at Churchill Downs race at
Woolf ever won the Deror
ard
name—
His
9.
June
Saturday,
Sea Swallow may pay off in
and we had to dig deep in the by.
telephone numbers, too.
feed box for this one—i% Sea
Only seven geldings have won
Swallow.
and a quarter Run for
Just how well Owner Charles the mile
The last to do it was
S. Howard likes Sea Swallow the Roses.
Dusen in 1929. He
Van
Clyde
between
end
no
will be stressed
gelding by Man
chestnut
a
was
now and Derby Day. Sea SwalThree others won it since
low is a son of the famous Sea- o' War.
century. They
biscuit, world's second best horse the turn of the
favored Old Rosebud in
in money won. He will be ridden were the
longshots Exterminby George (The Iceman) Woqlfe, 1914 and the
in 1918 and
Bones)
(Old
ator
some
in
Seabiscuit
who also rode
Paul Jones in 1920. Regret, scorrich stakes.
the only filly
Where has Sea Swallow been ing in 1915, was
winner. The rest-62 of them—
all winter? Why, winning races
Lt. Col. Francis S.
GREETING FROM GABRESKI—
at Hollywood Park, California were colts.
Oil City, Pa., steps from the train at Prairie du Chien,
some of the other grfet
how
Here's
(right),
and Miss Cochran's
Cochran
Kay
friend,
Mexico.
Caliente,
his
Ague
at
and
shape up:
cousin, Julie Bush (foreground). Lt. Col. Gabreski is tta.
The only thing that worried probable starters
European
theater,
the
„
credited with
ALEXIS—Definitely the horse one American flier in
Trainer J. H. (Bud) Stotler was
Wirephoto)
two Pimlico vic- ing 28 enemy planes. (AP
the long trip from the west to beat off his
second
coast to Louisville. Stotler, in- tories this spring and his
cidently, was the trainer of Dis- to Pavot in the Belmont Futurity
Barton, Zev and
covery, second to Cavalcade in last fall. Sir
Reigh Count were second in their
the 1934 Derby.
Sea Swallow was very unim- Futurities and all went on to
pressive last summer, finishing win the Derby.
A.Preentree colt
Doekstader
For All Cars
nut otilee money in his' first
late
seven starts; however, Sept. 18, by Mr. Bones with good
Arcaro aboard.
Sea Swallow gave a good indi- speed and Eddie
at alleitPtkew
very dangerous.
cation that he could really step. This pair will be
Arcaro's previous winners were
Running in a maiden sprint at
Lawrin in '38 and Whirlaway in
Belmont, he dashed from eighth '41.
place to finish third and was
Jeep—If he likes Churchill—
beaten by Pharason and Sir Franhe was foaled in Lexington—he
cis in a blanket finish. And the
will be running over horses at
time was 1:03.3, four-fifths off
the finish. He will be the second
record.
the
DOLLAR
horse' Col. C. V. Whitney ever
Next time out Sea Swallow sent postward. His Equipoise, Top
beat Sir Francis and Adonis and Flight and Pukka Gin never
left the maiden ranks. That was reached the barrier.
on Sept. 23. A week later Stotler
Pot 0' Luck—Has plenty of
sent him against unbeaten Pavot late foot though he disappointed
100 Amp
and the other good 2-year-olds twice at Churchill in May. Did
For Most Cars
in the rich Belmont Futurity. Sea his best racing last fall for Train79¢ gal.
Swallow got off poorly and fin- er Ben Jones.
ished ninth in the, 15-horse field.
War Jeep—Son of War Ad10c Deposit
Last Nov. 15 at Hollywood miral and grandson of Man o'
EACH
on jug
Park, Sea Swallow annexed the War. He has a fine record and
second division of the Haggin will be ridden by Johnny Adams.
Written 18 Mos.
Stakes at six furlongs. Dec 9,
Guarantee
Burning Dream — Col. E. R.
running seven furlongs for the
Bradley's hopes for his fifth Derfirst time, he ran second to
by.
Post Graduate in the Starlet
Air Sailor—Winner of BreedStakes.
ers' Futurity at Churchill last
When the racing ban went into
Oct. 28 and a colt with a good
effect, Sea Swallow was shipped
record.
to
border
the
ten miles across
Best Effort — Recent disapTijuana and won his first two
starts there in April, taking the pointment though he beat some
Derby•Trial in the track record top horses last year.
You can have the rest for
time of 1:36.3 for the mile and
then winning the Tijuana Derby what they're worth, and that includes William Hells' highlyby two and a half lengths.
Home Owned and Operated B
Thus, in two April races Sea touted band of seven eligibles.
JOE P. WILCOX
Come on, Sea Swallow!
Swallow pickeil up $14,176, as
Coleman, M.
Hiawatha
compared with his $13,694, while
Glass
is one of the oldest
running in the money only five
known materials.
times in 15 starts last year.
Out around the Howard barns
at Santa Anita they saw Sea
Sovereign beat Sea Swallow by
three lengths in a recent workout. It is rumored that Howard
refused $75,000 for the Sovereign.
Yet, while both were still eligible
will soon be here. Nothing more refreshing than Iced Tea. The Red Front Stores
for the Derby, Howard elected to
are
well stocked with many brands of tea such at Lipton's, Tender Leaf, Maxwell
send Sea Swallow east and point
House, etc. They are featuring this T and T Tea which is especially blended to
Sea Sovereign for the $50,000
make good iced tea.
T & T Tea
1/4 lb. pkg.
25c.
added Santa Anita Derby on
June 23 and the $100,000 Santa
Sterling Free-running
Chocolate Bon Bon
Anita Handicap the following
Associated Press Sports Writer

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

U. S. No. I Cobbler (10 lbs. 4) zLarge delicious flavor
NEW POTATOES
lb. J
EGG PLANT
Old Fashion Winesap (low price) 7
Baby yellow
APPLES
small sound
lb. 1 2
SQUASH
Snappy stringless
Sweet and -Jour
GREEN BEANS'
( PEACHES
lb. 15
Tender California
Aristotle
CARROTS
bunch
GRAPEFRUIT seedless 5 lbs.

lb. 15(

lk

In our dock you'll find just
the right shoe to meet the

*RAU she PIM
ef HAYING

requirements oi your boys
and girls...shoes ior school, play, or drew woo

Princeton Shoe Co.
'The Shese—ittted iir zaar

43(

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables. More for your Money all the Time.

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

73
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